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V O L U M E  35
Ferry Construction To 
Commence Early In im presses  guest 
December, Is Report
K e lo w n a ,  lU -it ish  C o In m l)ia ,  'n iu r s d a y ,  O c t o b e r  6 t l i ,  ^
. .  “ ™ N „  DICTATOR i l SOF U IC A I  PEOPLE s i n g i k  c h a m p  m y j j
N U M l i l C R  10
Defeats Mrs. H, G. Bowser by 
15-13 Count in Bowling Finals
W ill be Constnlcted in Kelowna According to Information 
Received by The Courier 
Representative Here This 
able Sites
Abo^ut “ ‘■y'”' Urges Young Peo-
No? T • I f  P ^  uluimj)ion of Iho Indies’ section of llie pR Not to be Indifferent to the
 ^  ^ Kelowna bowling club following Iier Affairs of Government
"I think it is wonderful.” closely contested llmd match
Expect Dominion to
TO ARISE HERE M ove Soon to Start
Combines
with
In those few words Marshall E. Cor- Bowser, l.'i-l.'l. Mrs. Bowser i v m J e w -
*.... '------------ ' ■ ' ■ wliniG circlee, anti-Chnstian dictator docs
Enquiry
nett. /Governor iias been prominent in bo liiuf les
Ready For Spring Launching
connection with his duties“ of district 'Bon Whithiim, with Mrs.  ^ C, M. Ocho^*r
various rotary third,^MIbs Tilling second and Mr .Jones made
oven mg,
Attorney-General Wismer Returns to Coast from Ottawa 
with News that Government will Institute Prelimin- 
^ y  Enquiry— Had Considered Sufficient Evidence on 
Hand to Start Investigation
clubs of the district.
“The great friendliness of the pco-
Mrs. Gore lead. In the tlriais they do- stirring appeal to
feated Miss Hang's team . '^olp No Commission until Sufficient Evidence Produced
on
strength during the past month that the ferry would not be nro- .Sunday a complete stranger H. G. Bowser and consisting of Mrs. r ‘____ a - j  ___________________  ^  and vi/irnin an Tv/r«,« m.... _ai m ^  _’ceeded with this year.
The Courier understaiids that Roy 
Stewart, a representative of the Wes­
tern bridge Company, of ^forth Van­
couver, which was awarded the con­
tract by the department of public 
works, was a visitor in Kelowna this 
week. The trip was made for the 
sole purpose of inspecting the avail­
able sites on Okanagan lake where the
OHAWA WANTS 
NEW REQUEST 
FOR INQUIRY
and within an hour was made to feel Whillis, Mrs. Everett and Mrs R B 
Turn to Page 4, Story 3 Staples.
craft might be eonstructed. A fter in- ______
specting available sites at Okanagan
Landing, Kelowna and Penticton, Mr. Wismer Mr ires Loyd M^ho States
Stewart decided that the logical place Combine Act Details W ill be 
to build the new craft was m Kel- 
owna. Complied ,With
Mr. Stewart is reported as having
stated that the actual construction of . ________  ^_
the new ferry will commence early in the B.C.F.G..^. received a telegram 
December and' w ill proceed during the from Hon.. Gordon Wismer, attorney 
following four months. general of British Columbia, in reply
Although a number of expert rivet- to a wire sent to him by Mr. Loyd and 
ters w ill of necessity be imported reported in another column on this
Thos. Wilkinson Says 
Strong Stand Should 
Have Been A dopted
O O N .  Gordon Wismer, attorney-general for British Columbia
returning to the coast from Ottawa on Tuesday intimated that 
the I^ong-fought battle to obtain an investigation of the fruit industry
when Italy groaned under corruption ^ combines investigation act is nearing an
and misery. The people were indiffer- and that the federal government will soon move to instigate the 
ent to their own country’s alTairs and investigation. ^
i o S y  S o  S S u S n " ‘iho°y “S m od  federal government has promised
along and hailed II Duce as leader institute a preliminary enquiry to determine i f  the combines in- 
who found conditions intolerable. vestigation act or the provincial sales on consignm ent act should
be invoked. See also story in anoither column on this page.
VALLEY TEACHERS TO MEET Growers Urging Enquiry
The annual convention of the Oka- weeks now, ever since, the is-
He has recently begun vicious per­
secution^ of Jews and has provoked 
church authorities. The body and soul 
of his subject is literally cringing be­
fore the totalitarion regime.
Hitler received censure also. Mr.
nagan Valley Teachers association is Godfrey Isaacs’ charges
_ --------- ----- to be held this year in Penticton on y^^p.^here is a fruit combine operating
Jones said that many of the fuehrer’s October 13. 14 and 1^ with D. P. O’-  ^ Okanagan with prairie jobbers,
henchmen are the lowest of human Connell, Penticton elementary school gi'owers through their locals and
creatures, who lurk in disreputable principal, as chairman. Over two central association, and in other 
haunts. He seemed to be the leader hundred teachers are expected to at
-------  T A. - XT 1 1 itM- 1 • -r» Germany sorely needed, when he tend. Di-. D. Buchanan, of the Uni-
On Wednesday President A. K. Loyd '-'^incizes interior Vegetable Marketing Board for Not ^“^uame chancellor of a nation deep in versity of B.C.,1 will be one of the
♦ViA TD ri n A  _____• - _ j  _ .i_ t____ T T _________________ ?____ ____________ i ____ ^  - r ^  m isP rv . i* - i— - ----
Having Showdown with Canners When They Refused wav'; Ermt^vVihewS
to Accept Reduction in Tomato Prices
groups, have been pressing for an in­
vestigation.
Hon. Mr. Wismer had stated that he 
forwarded the request of the fruit 
growers on to Hon. Norman Rogers
world uneasy with encroachments up- W ANT SEAPLANE L A D IN G  SITE ^®^eral minister of labor at Ottawa’
on other nations and persecution and Penticton council is taking up with' the latter had replied up to last
from the coast, it is expected that a page. In his reply Mr.'^smer^stated the Kelowna vegetable grower who resigned
number of Kelowna m en 'w ill be giv- that the applications for ah investiga- ^  from his Dosition as chairm an o f thf> R P. Tnfon'rn- A/orr.t,--.!..!..
censorship at home. the Indian department the question of that no proper application for
p e B.C. I terior Vegetable 
en ^.Ploym ent through^  ^ winter. Hon se^nMo him by t ^  B.C.F.G.A. iTad Marketing Board when the other two members decided that a sdfcond
Anti-Christian in action, he perse- obtaining a portion of Skaha lake investigation under the combines
P iis  ferry w ill be the largest ever been forwarded to Ottawa but that drop of one dollar per ton in the price of tomatoes was neceVsaVy
to be built by the B.C. government they did not conform with section ele- r_ __ j_ _  _______  r- ------------
under contract,”  Mr. Stewart is re- ven of the combines investigation act order to nave any cannery operations throughout the Interior this 
ported as saying. “It w ill probably apd applications conforming with the was one of the principal speakers at a meeting of some twenty
take four months to build.”  regulations should be forwarded to Ot- Kelowna district vegetable growers at the Orange Hall on T u esdav
tawa at once. ___This story bears out the expectation
that the ferry would be built during Late Wednesday 'evening Mr. Loyd 3°, elect three delegates to a nominating convention
told The Courier that he was at a loss vegetable board.the winter months and be ready for
launching early next spring. The steel to understand in just what manner the  ^ Needed Organization ized in other districts as they are in
w ill be fabricated at the coast and application had not conformed with R. B. Homersham, member of the district, he said, the board
brought to Kelowna where it w ill be ibe act but that a new application board from Kamloops, was the prin- ^^®ht have been in a position to face
assembled. would be prepared and will be for- cipal speaker and gave a resume of the canneries and force a showdown, ^  c. o u  u
The announcement that the Western warded immediately. Care w ill be work of his board for the past eighteen „  was not the case. o O I t  onO U iC ler
Bridge Company had been awarded i^ken to see that the application . con- months. He and Col. Poole, the shipper the remarks made H ip - h w a v  tn  V f»rn n n ,
the contract for the ferry’s construe- forms in the smallest detail with the member of the board, had come to the Bomersham,” Mr. Wilkinson ® ■'
tion was made early in August, but requirements of the act. conclusion that the second drop in to- stated m reply, “and I know they felt
the present information is the first in- * Mr. Wismer’s telegram to Mr. Loyd mato prices must be made, he said. I f  were working in the best interests _____________
Turn to Page 4, Story 5 the vegetable growers had been organ- •? powers. There is no personal v v a t  t? „ ^ j  i r,
^eling between any of us, and Col. ^ dozen lives were saved by a miracle on T
cutes church officials and adherents, beach, four miles south of the muni- been made.
Turn to Page 4, Story 4 cipality, for seaplane landing facilities. . Loyd, B.C.F.G.A. president,
— —--- -------------------------------^---------- ------------- stated definitely that the evidence
had been collected and the necessary 
appheations from growers forwarded
to Ottawa.
Still Hon. Mr. Rogers insisted that 
there was not sufficient evidence for­
warded.
In the meantime, F. A. McGregor, 
commissioner of the combines inves- 
hgation act, stated to Mr. Loyd that
- _________ ■ _______ makes definite requirements
with respect-to applications and the evi- 
on Roadside Blamed for Bus Going off comMn*y Y^^^ t^ion which should ac-
Passengers on Greyhound Bus 
Escape Death by Miracle as 
Big Vehicle Hovers on Hillside
timation the people of Kelowna have 
had regarding the actual construction 
o f the craft.
ROTARY CLUB’S 
INFLUENCE IS 
.  BY INDIVIDUAL
Don Ellis and Follow
Trail of Missing
NX^oman for O ver Four Hours
r '  -D 1 -NT 1 -rl company them. No such applicationUoes Uver Bank Nearly Four- and no evidence pointing to violation 
teen Feet Before StODDine- . ° f  the combines act has been filed.”
' ■ ■ ■ ■ “ Mr. LiOyd had wired Ottawa asliing
again whether, in view of the opinion 
uesday morning Liberal government in
..  ^ „  about 11 o’clock when a big Greyhound bus, northbound for S ’ unSrthed fn ’
fs T ^ ^ o w P r  Vernon frorn Kelowna, sank through a soft shoulder on the road and by The Courier. anS d S u ssS  e d S
Turn to Page 10, Story 2
Poole always had the growers’ inter­
ests at heart, although a
not always see things as a grower x. -  ---------------
would. ■ went , over the bank for a distance of twelve to fourteen feet.
r ~~ -------- — ------- -—  ^ Hundred Foot Drop
The big tansport vehicle teetered
Obtained better prices through the cast CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS t  ®
few years than we we Miss Mabel Gibson has been returned Whfy the^'bus did^^V?f^cinfinu?^°'^‘
But m the 1938 sit- for the ^second year as president of the course 'downhill is a miracle
Club’s Effectiveness is Dependent ^o^erman Pinscher Had Little Difficulty in Following
had an open deal.
Turn to Page 5, Story 1 Women’s Canadian Club of Vernon.
Upon Individuals’ Efforts, Gov­
ernor States
That the indivlidual memher’s ef- 
forte in the community is the measure
Scent of Woman Believed to Have Conimitted Suicide 
— Rain Obliterates Trail When End of Search is in 
Sight '
Penticton Group Asks B .G .F .G .A .
To Furnish Finances to Prepare 
Brief for A lleged Combine Case
its
a miracle which 
will astonish the driver and passeng­
ers for the rest of their lives.
Clint Larama of Penticton was the 
driver of the bus. At the last of the 
-series of sharp turns above the Am- 
pry camp, and just south of the rock 
cut, the bus turn e^d out to pass an on­
coming truck loaded with lumber.
BOYS’ BAND WILL 
GIVE SERIES OF 
THREE CONCERTS
New Program for First Concert 
on October 28th
_ Arrangements have been completed 
by the local boys’ band to present a 
There was still four feet of clearance series of three concerts during the com- 
to the banks edge, it is said, but one ing winter. The schedule calls fpr the 
wheel sank through a soft shoulder, first concert on Friday, October 28th 
where graders had piled loose dirt with the second about the end of the
any R o toy  Club was the P O R  more than four hours from Sunday evening to early Monday 
Marshal" E™Cornett ?o^Sf i^carRo"- K  Doberman Pinsccher belonging to Don Ellis
ary club on the occasion of his official Kelowna led his master and provincial police over a trail which  ^ — ----— v**..
visit on Tuesday. Jed up a mountainside in a vain search fqr an Enderby woman Report States Twenty-five Growers Have A p p r o a c h e d  ^
believed to have committed suicide. • . B .C .P .G .A .-A . K . Loyd Says that no Group has Con- -me concerts will be staged in.the
TTt,-.-. j XT -t *r-» • •• than 3 do26n feet, but did not turn auditorium of the junior hish school
tacted Him—-Group Claims to Have Further Evidence ®ver and remained teetering on the, and the band will be assisted by local 
- ' • brink of a fall of more than 100 feet artists. The boys are busily engaged
¥ A T E  Wednesday evening it was announced in Penticton that a l°d S r s f i X f  p S
^rollD of PTOwers b a d  4.*  the :b i^  vo h ic lp  on lie Txrnv Hrvxxrn each concert The organization has
Rotary does not sponsor various 
projects I and put them across by it­
self but rather supported various com­
munity movements and by the efforts 
and work of the individual mentbers 
played its part in the life of the com­
munity in a quiet but highly effective 
manner, he maintained.
_ This was the keynote of a highly 
inspirational address which the dis- 
W et governor made at the Rotary
“  Rain Interfered
Just when the end of the search 
seemed within grasp, threatening rainIS STILL MISSING clouds let loose their torrents and ob-
SUICIDE SUSPECT
literated any further traces of the 
missing woman’s trail. The searchers g up growe h taken matters into their own hands to e e its way down.
It has been learned from Enderby had to’ return to Enderby without'sue- an tnvesHgation in to  the a lleged  fru it combine" a n d 'w e re  during the
from tog that a woman believed to be car-' ^  evidence w h ich  group  has co llected ”buV  w h ich 'ii'ih a s  "'< '*'esday
A  dramatic no. d, d H w X " ^ " ®  body'furn-ish- .tem b L ru ? .“oVe"^„a‘S'oS
Mrs. prtinclS“poll?e a coast lawyer'.o prepare - g f la r  run on that_.be band
that the missing woman, who is re- cess.
— -- — xccxccr, ferred to in the adjoining column as
luncheon on Tuesday. During the club t)®jr^ g suspected of suicide, is
assembly in the evening Mr. Cornett ^I^ry Krai, aged 52, a widow xx^   -------  — ..cw xxv-xx^ veex cu. uc t;cix- .. .. xu - o i - . - ------------------
expressed the opinion that the local Trinity valley near Enderby. rying dynamite, had set forth into the presented to the B.C.F.G.A. The group, ;t is reported, have
Rotary club was doing excellent work ®"® strange features of the mountainous country near Enderby to given the B.C.F.G.A. until Friday to accede to  their remipci- or
se is that six months ago her father destroy herself. __  ^  es>x or tney
X X,. , its sponsors
up t  t l^  road on Tuesday after- maintain that the concerts will reVeal
is one of the finest in
the province.
and pointed out that the number of ^^ ®^®
members of the club playing import-' Lubeck, is known to have set forth Bloodstained fingerprints were found 
ant parts in church, social, welfare, percussion caps, fuse and dyna- on the walls of Louis Wejr’s home in
ipunicipal and other community activ- oiite with the evident intention of Enderby last Week after a pyromaniac
ities but exemplified his remarks that committing suicide. had endeavored to burn down his new
he a powerful force Neither the missing woman nor her home. It is understood that police
father who disappeared six months had intended to take the missing wo-
ago have been found. ' '
will take independent action.
for good in the community through 
the individual members activities bol­
stered by Rotary principles.
_ M r . Cornett, whose home club is 
lU ^ a th  Falls, Oregon, is making his 
official visit to the clubs of the Inter-
FROWN ON GAMBLING 
CONCESSIONS
At the opening session of the fall sea
uver a ais- son, the Vernon board of trade endors- Th” ’ ..... . v^ xx^ g. uxuugub a
u n r P ^  resolution to the Vernon council bloodhound from Kamloops w ill follow 
rfiih ppise for the local asking that gambling concessions that but this animal was
itv ®very branch of Rotary activ- accompany travelling shows be elimih- successful iq tracing the missing
ated. woman. On Sunday, Sergt. Hugh
man’s fingerprints and the theoi^y is 
propounded that she became frighten­
ed of the prospect of criminal actioh 
for arson and decided to commit 
suicide.
A t first provincial police bro ht 
A . K. Loyd Issues 
Statement on 
His Stand
: in
Permits Boosted by 
^•^®ther $10/000 at September 30
King of Vernon detachment obtained 
the services of Reo and his master, 
Don Ellis.
Total for Year to Date Amounts been boosted considerably because of
to $117,740 and is Creeping up ed'i™?h"e c i .7
Reo Thirteen Months Old
Reo, who is only thirteen months 
old, -was allowed to sniff a shoe be­
longing to the missing woman, and 
had no difficulty in picking up the 
trail. He, led the searchers for nearly 
five hours before the rain obliterated 
the trail and the search proved hope­
less. He hesitated but seldom andto  Record 1937 Two new homes ' were started last j'"® nesitaxea but seldo  am
--------  month and it is anticipated that other +1?
Another $10 000 ic hpino cr. x ^®w residences w ill be commenced be- ^
e w n a  fre_ezing weather of late No-
residences vernber or December stops active con
On Saturday provincial police receiv­
ed a signed note in which the writer, 
a woman, confessed that she had sot
Permits issued in September were fnrrr.^^+i° Wejr’s home and in-
s follows: fornied the officers it would be useless
M d additions and repairs, as the Sep- struction.
reaches Per its
4K ’w? x®Y^ ® IS only $17,000 as ll , - - __________ _
repre- S. R. Webster, garage, $25- Mrs M i^° for her as she was taking
^"bley, addition, $15of Mrs 'e  Wildy’ f  ber to commitThe September 1938 permits am- woodshed S35- rr v  wiiay, suicide.
$150;  ^ Ed.*^ IRigh°s^^?esideMe’  ^be firebug apparently
{omUrn $2,100; Mr Rice, garage a S  shed I  “  opening cans of paint
wSch G- Huthirford! rS d ln ce  t'h were xscattered around to aid
S m c T i^ n  Canadian Le :ion. addiUnn .was splashed over theconstruction. This year’s total has $1,200.
i  tirm ----- a i n a, , aadition, walls and furniture of the
which the fire was started.
room in
When asked by Tlie Courier re­
garding lihe request that the asso­
ciation finance the compiling of 
new evidence for the investiga­
tion, Mr. Loyd stated that Mr. Is­
aacs had met him on Tuesday af­
ternoon in Kelowna. Mir. Loyd 
stated:
“When Isaacs requested finan­
cial help, it was preferred by the 
association, as he is a member o f . 
the association’s committee charg­
ed with presenting the demand for 
an investigation, and further, 
when he Outlined the possible ne­
cessity of incurring legal expenses 
to marshall his evidence, a cir­
cular letter w a» forwarded to all 
directors of the association asking 
for their authorizatlion to provide 
even more than the funds request­
ed by him should it become apar- 
ent that the situation required 
them.
“Have you had any request from 
a meeting in Penticton of Pentic­
ton and Oliver growers asking the 
B.C.F.G.A. for money to prepare 
a brief of new evidence?” the 
Courier enquired of Mr. Loyd.
“ I  have dealt, as I have in the 
past, with Mr. Isaacs, and I  have 
had no contact with any Penticton 
group,”  was Mr. Loyd’s instant 
reply.
On September 25th the group met 
Penticton and after strong. con­
demnation of the little action that had 
been taken in pressing for an inves­
tigation by the B.C.F.G.A. and Fruit 
Board it was decided to send repre­
sentation to the coast to search for 
evidence. A  fund of $100.00 was col­
lected to send G. Isaacs, C. M. Watson, 
R. McNicholl, Albert Millar and G. 
Maybee to the coast.
Dave Chapman Named to School
Trustees Executive for Province
Past President Honored by Re­ casting Corporation.
4.XX Ordered analysis of schemes of
appointment to Group Repre- municipal fire insurance, such as was
senting Boards of B.C. suggested by Kelowna to Union of
-------  B.C. Municipalities and which now is
Dave Chapman, popular chairman investigated by a special U.B.
of the Kelowna school board was nam- ,
ed a member of the executive council -^sked the department of educa-
,of the British Columbia School Trus- ”^^^® Periodical inspection of
This group at the coast contacted tees association when it met in Kam- schools, such as is made of
the coast vegetable growers and, it is week for the annual three- P^iblic schools
xx„x-x day convention. Attending from Ke- ^®i®®ted suggestions the provin-
stated, procured some documentary lowna, besides Mr. Chanman. were cial government should undertake„ . T. • . — •— > —  Mr. Chapman, were ,
evidence. It is said that the group Mrs. T. Treadgold and W. Shugg, trus- examination of school child-
has asked the B.C.F.G.A.'for funds of tees. Mr. Chapman is a past president moving from one district to an- 
at least $500.00 to retain a lawyer and ^be association. other in time of epidemic, and that
prenare a brief ^  J- P. Leeming of Duncan has corrective treatment of
_ . ■ been chosen as president for the 1938- ®fi^toren whose parents are financially
Mr. Loyd in a statement to The 39 term. embarrassed.
Courier late Wednesday night, said
a conversation with Godfrey 
and as a result of that the directors 
of the B,C.F.G.A.
____  — ..X.XXX Shifting the burden of current 5. Referred to the executive a sug-
the only information that he had was school costs, and relieving land from fi®stion that special schools should be
its taxation for school purposes were separately established for mentally
Isaacs among the chief items of concern at ®bildren,
were beine askeri convention. Extension of the ap- 6. Took ho'action on a Mis.sion re- 
their opinion regarding the furnishing Prenticeship system also w ill be sug- solution requesting amendment of the 
of the mdney for a brief. The growers the government. public schools act to permit school
in the Penticton group include- ^b® new executive was asked to boards to transfer, denote, or dismiss
w  r  wiiii-ir. f -o X- X take what steps it deemed best to as- any teacher on six months’ notice in
T Of i^nticton; sist the government in arriving at a writing prior to June 30 or December
Tnrai nf fho R A^ i Solution to the problem of relieving 31, provided the boaird reached such
oil Poir TvrxxMiVr,"n ’ R ®nd improvements from a large decision by unanimous consent.
S i n ® ?  A  C “ Ik ln tn  W E 7. Decided to ask from the govern-
Penticton; A. K. Bobe'rtso'n, ' R. D. the t r iS e e i “ °  ,’S™* fnoh'ltoents to
Mutch, Kaleden; Albert Millar, F. W. 1 R e je S d  a resolution nr,rin,r the public schools act; for amendment 
Nesbitt C A  Kine C D ' ro iiA n  a  x j  j - x- f®soiUtion urging to the motor vehicle act to grant free
A  Thomp^^^  ^ grammar and registration and license to vehicle
Hanbury R. Wright John Mars r* of radio announcers be- used as a school bus; fo r elimination
W. Harrison A. Bonnett H Parrish was pointed out, the control of the annual license charged by the
Oliver* D. Godft*ey Isaacs Ovama ’ be limited to o ^ y  those stations dominion on radios used in schools
’ ' ^ ’ y  a* directly operated by Canadian Broad* for educational purposes.
w m i
f i l l
i i i f :
I f
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IH U J i:  r iC A N S -C ^ A N A I »A  l * I .A N i ;
l .A M > S  A 'l  01,1 V K K
.'I liu;:(’ ;.iK’rr hiril, ,i Tiiiiis-
C<uiii(lii A ir  l,iii( ‘s iiliinc. C'l'' ’I'CII, 
limdcd nil llir nmwMy <>l lli>’ ()li\'«’ r 
;iir|)i)rl in the ( ’;irl_\' liniir:. of J'l'idny 
moi'niii);. S( '|)(cinl«T .'!(), Tin plane 
liad taken oil I'roin the Slevenson Held 
in Winnipe;,' the ni/'.ld hel'ore and war 
to have made a non-sloj> (li(;hl, to 
Vancouver, but owin/; In lop condi­
tions on (he (Joasl, the j)lane landed 
;d Olivei '  to await the loh liftin);. Tlu; 
plane was a hoekheed N, with Pilot 
l i i irie id the controls. Dr. 'J’hoinp.son, 
medical doctor for Trans-C.'.anada A ir  
IJnes, w.'i.s a pas.seii;;er on the iilanc. 
Pi lot  Imi'ie, Co-ji i lot Herald and Di'.
'I’liompson breakfasted in Ol iver  befoi'e 
jjrotaH.'dln); to Vancouver.
FIRE FREVENTION WEEK
October 9 to 15
PR O TECT V A L U A B L E S  
IN  O UR
SAFE D E PO SIT  V A U L T
Wills, stock and bond 
certificates, insurance 
policies and other im­
portant documents are 
Safe from fire and theft 
in a safe deposit box! 
Rates are low. Inquire.
Okanagan Investments 
Co., Ltd.
Phones: 98 and 332 Kelowna
EIGHTY PER CENT 
OF ALL FIRES ARE 
PREVENTABLE
PREVENT FIRES BY ELKS CAMPAIGN 
SAFETY METHODS PROVING SUCCESS 
IN THE HOME Another lai-/'e cla.ss of candidates to 
--------  ' -------- membership presented themselves for
Individual Can do Much by Ex- Rubbish is Always a Fire Hazard
. T -.L, 1  /-> .L- r^ ■ n/r , 1 r /-.i -t -i Kelowiiti  Lod ('o  of Elks held last Mon-ecuting a Little Caution —  r-----  i----
CARELESS SMOKERS 
LEAD FIRE CAUSES 
IN CANADA
-Keep Matches from Children jay  niyht in the Oddfellows hull.
Thu special membership camiiaiyn
n "‘T  i ''I!=(1u)D of nres'm-e^ ^^ ^^ ^^  The best place for lire prevention to  ^ ^lliat at luast oO% ot iiios <uo pievcnt- sUut is in the home. Clianiy should u •. i .1 i j .
.able. The followint' examples are given Hhart there according to the ancient {imter^he direcHo^ ^^
from among tlie thousands of known saying, and certainly safety should  ^ Miquelon,
causes to sliow how easy fires can st. 
and tlie fatal results that may follow
A man dropjied a cigarette in a rub- onl.y Fire Prevention Weeic but period- 
bish pile in a rooming house and burn- ically throughout the year. A ll heat­
ed to death eleven people. ing and lighting equipment examined,
A man drojiped liis cigarette in a chimney and pipes kept clean of soot, 
couch in the lobby of a hotel. Fire re- No smoke pipes permitted through 
suited at 3 a.m. and resulted in the combustible walls; disposition of ashes 
death of four people. safeguarded. The
A mother in one of our leading col- be of metal or asbestos
Nearly Thirteen Thousand Fires 
Started by Careless Smokers 
Last Year
In ]2,9()3 instances last year, .$2,700,- 
000 worth of i)roj)crty went up in
dart come lirst. In oixler to safeguard the , , .,r i p smoke due to careless smokers. Fires
. liome, in.spection should bo made, not i, n \ ^ V sue-ess • from this cause aie top ranking in the
 ^J  ^ the end niinion Fire Commissioner for 10;i7of this campaign, no le.ss than 2.5 new  i i r f r 93 . Ten years ago this type of fire num-
members will have been added to the bereH J h w  i cL ii; 7mn r ' IL 
,„c.,..b.r=hi„ „r U.C lodge in Kolowno. m f,"w IlT / M o a d ;
increase in the number of smokers.Mr. Miquelon will be leaving for __  _______  __
fuse cabinet should Penticton on Monday where he vvill principally among the fair sex, there 
 lined. Fuses in direct a similar campaign in that city appears also to have developed an in-
lege cities, for tlie five hundredth time all fuse blocks, none of them bridged, next three weeks, after which difference to the hazards of fire from
perhaps, started a fire with coal oil. and not over 15 ampere fuses used in 1^9 make an official visiting tour carelessly disposed cigarettes,, tobaccop er .____ _____
The fire she started burned to death branch circuits. A ll drop cords should ef lodges along the coast
three Children besides herself. be insulated, and not supported on a n y -----------------------------------
A  man dropped a match on a garage conductive material. Electric irons al- reach of children and the children ber of fires from this cause, “smokers’
and matches that is hardly imaginable. 
With an increase of 430% in the num-
floor, walked on and left it. A  six-year ways detached when not in use and should be regularly taught the danger carelessness” can now be classed as
old child found it and ignited her kept on metal stands. ' of fire and not to play with matches. Public Enemy No. 1 as far as fires are
clothing which resulted in burns that Matches should be kept out of the The safest type of match to use is the concerned. The qeustion arises, are
caused her death a few hours later. ______ _^ “Safety Match” which may be lighted women more careless than men in the
Man attempted to sleep and smoke only on the box. matter of smoking? Unfortunately
at the same time^—result, he set bed Result, little boy burned fatally. Closets should bo kept clean and all there afe no statistics to enlighten us
afire, was overcome with smoke, and Do you always think about the safety rubbish removed from the entire pre- on this score, but the fact remains that
removed in an Unconscious state. Only and welfare of those about you when mises. Cleanliness is next to Godliness, far too many fires are started through
the timely arrival of the fire depart- you discard your match and cigarette Perhaps that is the ^reason it always the carelessness of smokers and only
ment saved him from being cremated stub? Are you mindful of the safety plays such an important part in fire a careful disposition of cigarettes,
alive. of the children in your home to the prevention. matches and tobacco can stop it. Per-
Some grown-ups placed Strike-Any- extent of providing safety matches. This year special emphasis is being haps if these nearly 13„000 people re-
where matches on kitchen table. Two and keeping them out of their reach? placed on the inspection of dwellings sponsible for this loss could be gather-
small children acted upon the implied Do you have proper respect for the during Fire Prevention Week and you ed together in one place and could wit-
suggestion and carried some to their dangerous properties of gasoline and may expect a visit from your local ness nearly 2.} '^ millions of dollars
playhouse. innocently started a fire, always handle it with care? firemen. Are you ready for them?
Burned to the Ground!
worth of property go up in smoke with 
the cries of several entrapped persons 
mingling with the crackling of the 
flames, more care would be exercised 
in their smoking habits.
FIRE TAKES LARGE 
TOLL OF HUMAN LIFE
r "
DO*SatidDON*TS 
to Prevent Fires
Nearly 250 Canadians Burned to 
Death Last Year
v't
P i
 ^Ns, '’’St's'
I 5^
W ould you be completely cover­
ed if fire, tornado, or windstorm 
struck tomorrow— would insur­
ance cover the whole loss? Make 
sure N O W  that your insurance 
policy is planned to take care of 
any emergency which is liable to 
arise. Inquire about C O M P R E ­
H E N S IV E  IN S U R A N C E !
There are no loop-holes with 
this type of insurance— you have 
complete coverage . . . and the 
cost is but slightly higher. See 
your insurance man today!
DON’T drop lighted mat­ches. At home use 
deep ash trays and make sure 
the match is O U T !
DON’Tlet rags which have been used 
for oil or paint, accumulate in 
cellar. ..Throw them away.
DON’Tuse cheap electri­cal wiring. Make 
sure it is approved and safe 
. . .  you’ll benefit.
Be Careful But Be Sure 
You Are Insured!
DON’Tuse e x p l o s i v e  cleaning fluids. It 
isn’t worth the risk. Explo­
sions are dangerous.
make sure that your 
plumbing system has no 
gas leaks. Do this periodically. 
Stop Are!
the right thing when a 
fire starts— call the fire 
department immediately.
F I O  teach your
family or employees the 
dangers of fire. Start immedi­
ately.
away with all old fash­
ioned articles that are 
potential fire hazards.
Last year the Fire Demon numbered 
among his victims in Canada 246 men, 
women and children. However gloomy 
a picture this brings before our mind’s 
eye, it is brightened somewhat in the 
fact that this was a reduction of 101 
over the previous year. In 1936, 189 
children lost their lives by fire, while 
■ in 1937, 105 children’s lives were claim­
ed. This is a staggering admission and 
the responsibility for such tragedies, 
can in many cases be laid directly to 
the negligence of parents who far too 
often leave their helpless little ones^j 
alone in the house while .they visit 
neighbors or go to a show. Thdse 
holocausts frequently occur in rural 
districts where neighbors are long dis­
tances away and the parents are un­
able to reach their burning home in 
time to save their children from a hor­
rible death.
Every, parent should realize that it 
is his duty to teach his children the 
principles of fire prevention. They 
should not be allowed to play with 
fire, matches should be kept out of 
their reach and tl>e playing with cel­
luloid toys should be discouraged. By- 
a strict adherence to the use of com­
mon sense, parents can thus save them­
selves the bitter anguish and life-long 
regret which must be ever present 
when a child perishes by their neglect.
WESTBANK MAN 
DIES FROM DEER 
HUNTING ACCIDENT
Howard Jones, Former Resident, 
Shot by Companion in Oregon
' \
S T O P FIRE
Howard Jones, eldest son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Jones of Westbank, died in the 
Eugene, Oregon, hospital, on Wednes­
day, September 26th, from gunshot 
wounds received when he was accid­
entally shot by a companion while 
deer hunting.
His mother left Westbank for Eu­
gene as soon as possible on receiving 
word of the accident but her son had
Practice Safety Methods Have Adequate Insurance
F O L L O W IN G  F IR M S  CAN F U R N IS H  F IR E  IN S U R A N C E
R A T E S  U PO N  R E Q U E S T
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LTD. E. M. CARRUTHERS & SON
Phone 217
214 Bernard Ave., Kclowha
Phone 127
202B Bernard Ave., Kelowna
OKANAGAN MERCANTILE AGENCY JOHN E. REEKIE
H. S. Atkinson, Manager - I. Maclaren, Salesman 
Office: Casorso Block
Phone 346
Leckie Block - Kelowna
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT 
TRUST CO.
Phone 98 - 216 Bernard Ave.
passed away before she could reach 
his bedside. Mr. Jones and Frank, the 
deceased’s brother left on Thursday to 
attend the funeral which was held in 
the Anierican city on Friday;
Howard Morgan Joftes was born at 
Denver, Colo., on May 12th, 1905, but 
spent his entire boyhood at Westbank 
with his parents and was a popular 
member of the younger set of the dis­
trict. He married Margaret Ann, 
daughter o f Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Ricka- 
baugh of Eugene and made his home 
in that city where he was employed in 
the ticket office of the Southern Paci­
fic Railway Company.
Mrs. Jones is remaining a few days 
with her son, Ralph, and her sister, 
Mrs. Davis, in Seattle before return­
ing to her home in Westbank.
♦ * ■ •
Mrs. Thacker left on Tuesday morn­
ing for Portland, Oregon, where she
has gone, to visit her neice Mrs. Piers.
* * *
Miss Margaret Lightly Reg. N., who 
has been visiting her relations here 
returned to her work in Vancouver 
last week.
* H« * •
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USE ROCK GAS
CLEAN -  ECONOMICAL -  SAFE
No flying chimney sparks when you cook with gas— No 
noisy motors— No repair expense— No smoke— No soot! 
And it’s cheaper too— Costs no more to use than wood—  
Also, and this is important, remember that Rock Gas is 
non explosive and non poisonous. See us now.
A. J. JONES
M A C H IN E  SH O P  and B O A T  W O R K S  
Phone 172 Water Street Next to Power House
BUILD W IT H  BRICK
t
i
k
\
Fireproof!
Low  Upkeep!
r /  _
Low Insurance! 
^  Beauty!
Permanence!
Don’t give fire a head-start! Be sure you 
specify BR IC K  when building your home. 
Brick is not only fireproof, but it is the only 
satisfactory material that will combine beauty 
and economy with utmost safety; And, too, 
BR ICK  H O M ES  H A V E  L O W E R  IN S U R ­
A N C E  COSTS! Inquire today.
W m .  H A U G  &  S O N
Phone 66 Since 1892 Kelowna
W en t up in smol^e in / 937—
6yO00 lives lost
Safety Ttiroiigli
PROPER SAFE ELECTRICAL WIRING
This great loss of life and property is a heavy, price 
to pay for negligence and c^elessness! Make it your 
duty to take every precaution to prevent fire. Re­
member to follow all safety rules and—“BE CARE­
FUL AND YOU’LL  BE SAFE”.
MAKE YOUR HOME A SAFE HOME
Do it the Electrical W ay!
You can eliminate most fire hazards! How? Simply 
by having your home completely modernized in the 
electrical manner. Give your home new lamps and 
electrical fixtures that are wired for safety'and built 
for beauty and eye comfort. GiYe your home more 
electric outlets! Put an electric light in every closet! 
You then avoid the bother and danger of using 
matches in dark corners. These precautions, taken 
care of now, may actually prevent fire later! Have 
a competent electrician do the work NOW! For 
safety’s sake— Use Electricity! ■
C. B U C K LE
Bernard Avenue
-  ELECTRICIAN
Phone 12
Friday night was a great success. The 
music was supplied by Mr. Billy Earle 
of Peachland, Mr. Wally Stubbs and 
Mr. Sam Selwyn of Kelowna. Mrs. 
Morgan Lewis and Mrs. Archie Currie 
The dance arranged by Messrs. A m - served the excellent supper, supplied 
old Biernese and Bernie Anderson and by the ladies. Enough money was 
held in the Community Club hall on taken in to pay all expenses.
“What’ll ye hae?” said Sandy, some­
what reluctantly treating his American 
friend. .
“I guess I ’ll have a glass of cham­
pagne,” drawled the Yankee.
•Will ye, then?” replied Sandy,
“Ye ’d best guess again, and guess 
nearer saxpence!”
—
Courier Sport Review
S p o r t
G o s s i p
By J. R. A.
“ Who won?”
“ What do you mean, wlio won?” 
The qul'sUon wua askod on Monday 
mornintJ by an itmocenl girl and she 
was speaking about the llsh derby. 
Who won what? Generally tlie person 
with the tallest story wins in a llsh 
derby. Felix Sutton .says that he had 
to watch the entrants carefully at the 
wcigliing in process in order that no 
one slipped any sinkers into the llsh. 
Fishermen have been known to boost
SH linLE CLUB 
LOSES R. SEALE 
AS SECRETARY
VERNON GOLFERS TAKE MEASURE 
OF KEOWNA IN INTERTilUB PLAY 
BY MARGIN OF MERE NINE POINTS
Thirty-six Holes of Golf at Vernon Course Involves Forty- 
Eight Golfers from Two Clubs— Orchard City Links-
men Outscored in Afternoon organi/.ation.'Rr Seale has resigned ids
____________________________  secretary-treasurership of the Kelow- "I.h/ n. . T V , . board olT
 ~~ na Badminton club. Members of the deiby on Oka-
W O  dozen golfers from the Kelowna course took a trimming at ^^ lub. gathered for the annual meeting ■^ ''V
Vernon on Sundav mornino- and nff#.rr,nr.n l^o«- 4-u^  Tuesday evening, expres.sed their
- regret at Mr. Seale’s acUon as ho has V weighing 14 pounds 10
been a faithful worker. A  hearty vote cV iV T ’ ahead
of thanks was extended to him f ' .T . ' ' ’ dragging out the
President L. G Butler and Vice- quantities.
President C. E. Campbell were unani- ^ d e r b y ,  all
SIXTY PERSONS TAKE PART IN 
OKANAGAN LAKE FISH DERBY
eoininittei' of the junior board. He 
was assisted nuiinly by Felix SuKon. 
chief weigher, Don Fillmore, judge, 
C hiirles Friend, Hiiss Scrim and Tuck 
I'iinlirey.
All boals were registered at the 
Aiiuatie club and a good number were
______ all .set and ready at the .shot of the
Faithful Official Rcaigns After ^vender Hauls in Heaviest uU S , t ’r . I r r S
rs - ■ , V. • . entrance card on which was printed
the rules and objects of the llsh derby.Many Years of Service— L. G. 
Butler Returned
Fish to W in Special Prize with iisli. 
Jim Silcox Close Behind
In fact, tlie llsli seemed to be
After many year's of service to the More than sixty persons in over a score of boats jiarticipated on Sunday
stiiying away from .some boals with a 
fervor almost slioeking. It was plainly ^ ^ lucky prize
shown by tlie derby that Okanagan draws, 
lake needs to be stociced iniieli more
heavily Ilian lias been done in the 
past few years.
There are some good size llsli in tlie
...... ..... .................... . " - " - g  jnd afternoon last in the last inVr: .S o S ii" '.4 ’p o 'S 'T i
the weight in that manner. Anyway, ^'db tournament of the season, the North Okanagan golfers taking b en a faithful ,>'r...irr... a ounces, just ten ounces ahead of Jim >uost llsli cauglit in any one boat was
there is always some darn fool who their measure by nine points, 40^  ^ to
r t  t S h ^  p c S ^ u r "  s ;  ,^e h t ^ l o n  ^ h i ' t „ T ' * ! ’'• t ™*"® =‘" ‘’
plcbian tactics leave mo bored. Some- , i ” i ^  ^ being sent out in foursomes,
body heaved two or three lines over- round vvas played, as is usual in such inter-club fixtures 
board on Raymer’s boat, but genei-ally
No singles Campbell were unani­mously returned to office by the manner of boats were on hand from tiny rowboats adorned with “kickers”
three. G, Goldsmith was the proud 
liOHsessor of tlioso llsh, weighing in 
the aggregate 12 pounds.
Three lairgo llteh were caught on 
Sunday in the derby, Nick Avender
Following are the prize winners: 
Heaviest llsh caught, valuable troll­
ing rod, donated by J. B .Spurrier, 
Nick Avender, 14 lbs., 10 oz.
Second heaviest fish caught, three- 
tray tackle box, Jim Silcox. 14 pounds.
Greatest number of llsh per boat, 
tliermos, G. Goldsmith, 3 fish weighing 
aggregate 12 pounds.
Consolation prize for all fish over 
three pounds. Bob Ennis, thermos, llsh 
weighing pounds.
Special ticket draw: 1, Buster Jen­
in the morning Kelowna had an edge of 19 points to 17 but could ^^id^^they wil/*^ c'i!ntinue''1ll^  th^^ cruisers with all manner and Jim Silcox leading the way wiili nens; 2, Buster Ellis; 3, Jim" silcox.
— J ---------- • .4 p. - - ^ of luxuries. The ofllcial time for the their beauties and Don Ellis right be- ___________ ______________
Radiocasting Learning
On Jan. 13, 1922, the Univei’sitios of 
Minnesota and Wisconsin both receiv­
ed official status as radio-casters.
and never land oven a big sucker. Joe Murphy and Harding .... 0
w ill be demoralized for about a week, Lawrence and Carr Hilton.. 0 2 *
despite his many alibis. O’Keefe and Green ........  0 2j/^
• • * Lewis and Mowatt .......... 0 2i/.
It appeared that there were all man- Lefroy and Sigalet \iA 1
ner olj boats and fishermen in the Farquharson and McKenzie 3 3
derby. Most df them took the matter Currey and McKay 2 0
seriously. Jim Horn was down from Kinnard and Grant 3 3
Revelstoke and had Marshall Cornett, Montague and Edgar.. Ij/ 2i/
o f  California, a governor of Rotary Atkin and McDonald .......... 3
under his wing. Dick Jennens escort- ____ ___
ed them and they had a great time.
This fellow Jim Silcox seems to have 
the proper tactics and he has the fish 
practically eating out of his hand.
Three weeks ago he landed a fourteen 
pounder. The following week-end he
Macdonald and Johnston .... 3
Kennedy and Wiseman ....  3
Weddell and Roadhouse .... 3
Newby and Quine ............  3
Maclaren and Baldwin ...... ly',
Willis and Pettigrew ...... 0
Carruthers and Barnes ...... 1
Owen and Cadman ......... . 0
Cunliffe and Hamilton ....  ly^
Henry and Williams .........  0
17 23j^ 19 12^
me with sneers on their maps, this 
week, and saying with a decided leer:
^ _______ ___ _________ ^ _________  ‘‘Oh, I hear that you had quite a fish-
scooped in a fifteen-pounder and then 1*^ ® party on Sunday, ’ and then add- 
topped all previous marks with a finny innocently, “did you catch many 
specimen which tipped the scales at were they all suckers,” Oh,
17 pounds 3 ounces. That fish is the f guess its  all in the day’s work.
o a T ^ .  ^
Your Gossiper was ensconsed on the ^ny good sport this winter they w ill 
I>ig cabin cruiser owned by Albert organize work parties now
Raymer. A ll the latest conveniences clear the course. Sounds fairly
were on hand, and some of those sensible. I f  they are to really enjoy
MRS. KENNEDY 
LEADS FIELD 
OF TOLIFIERS
^ound for Championshij 
Ladies’ Golf Section Played
tired in rotation, the four new com­
mittee members elected were J. Tread- 
gold, Rex Lupton, N. Izowsky and 
Miss Barbara Fry.
The $5 entrance fee was waived for 
the 1938-39 season by the annual ses­
sion.
Opening date for the year was set 
for Friday, October 14 and until the 
season is well underway there will he 
play on Tuesday and Friday nights 
and Sunday afternoons, it is planned.
Len Richards’ suggestion that each 
member should endeavor to bring out 
one new member for the opening was 
greeted with enthusiasm.
‘ L I G H T
U P
W I T H
O G D E N ' S
Mrs. J. C. Kennedy, who recently 
arrived in Kelowna from Penticton,
which haye been known down through themselve^, somebody has to get out fr.,-
the ages. One passenger made up the ^he groundwork. Better get ^ . . .. the ladies golf
ATTORNEY-GENERAL 
TO BE IN VALLEY 
FOR PHEASANTS
Hon. G. S. Wismer to Come to 
Kelowna for Opening Day—  
W ill Attend Game Banquet at 
Vernon ,
alibi that the fish wouldn’t come*near and pave the way for fho^h^^MS^^KpnJiS^ ---- --- ^
the boat or the alluring , tackle because week-ends of sport when the L o T  card was quite Attorney-General Gordon S Wismer
Of the number of mifk bottles being h ea ^  carpet of snow has mantled the were not up to .^AUorney
thrown overboard, but of course, that Sf«una. ,  * » Other qualifiers were Mrs A  c  of the Vernon and district fish
story^doespt ring true somehow. It By the time this reaches the street, Lander, Mrs. W. T. L; Roadhouse, Mrs' ®ame protective association on 
that some of the throes of another Anne McClymont, Mrs. G. E. Wiseman, Monday, October 17, it is announced
occupants never touched a line, but world’s series. Those powerhouse Mrs. A. S. Underhill, Mrs. K. Mac- that city. Mr. Wismer w ill be
and the fighting Chicago laren, Mrs. C. Owen. in .the Okanagan for the opening of
Cubs go to it with hardly a vestige On Wednesday afternoon members P^ieasant shooting on October 15 and
the pasteboards were particularly ac- Yankees 
tive. In fact, when the boat chugged
in | ^ d iy ,^ S y  ^Jo? SpSSer^^Sd^ 'be Lop i being held out’for the'*Natronai of the Kelowna Jadres goff*'clubpik7ed
disgust, but Joe stuck with his lines 
to the bitter end. And still no bite. 
M y alleged friends have been meeting
leaguers. It looks, according to the at Vernon, while on Friday Summer-, , , . lu iiit- -- ii.ac uii ij.ii. v j3ijiiiiiit-i  Mr. Wismer will be in Kelowna, it
like the Yanks’ third year land ladies are being entertained here expected, for the opening of pheas- 
vo  ^ ’'°w- What a surprise it would be in another friendly inter-club match, ^nts and w ill visit the Penticton dis-
rest of the gang had deserted him in ^ubs knocked them for a loop. Last Saturday the two-ball foursome the week-end before going
But it hardly seems within the bounds competition on ladies’ day was captur- north for the banquet at Vernon. He
of reason. From any standpoint you cd by Mrs.. K! Maclaren and Miss was here for pheasant opening last
want to look the Yanks seem to have Mary Rattenbury. The September ,nnd so enjoyed his few days’
it all over the Cubs. The Yanks have monthly medal was won by Mrs. L. L. sport that he is returning,
been under wraps for two weeks or Kerry. Pheasants are said to be plentiful in
more, just coasting along and taking -------——----7-------- ---- Kelowna district this year and
some, terrific shellackings. There has UNITED CHURCH BADMINTON sportsmen expect to ^ ta in  limit bags 
been no strain or tension and the boys TO COMMENCE ON FRIDAY October 15
are in fine shape to tie into the offer- ptanc haaro or.  ^ j.i. pheasants may only be shot be­
ings of the Cubs’ pitching staff On have coinmenced for the tween the hours of 12 noon and 4 p.m.
the other hand, here are the Cubs just bactainton season in For the duration of the season, until
completed the most trying and nerve- ^^^st games November 15, the shooting times will
You’ll beam with delight at the friendly flavour of this 
grand-tasting cigarette tobacco ! O gden ’s Fine Cut has 
lighted the w ay .to more enjoyable smoking for rbll-your* 
owners everywhere. W hy not l.eorh for yourself how 
O gden’s stands high above them all when it comes to 
giving satisfaction? G et a package today— choose the 
best papers— “ Chantecler’’ or ‘‘Vpgue”— and light up 
for extra smoking pleasure!
. J , ,
COOL
Mill Creek 
Frontage
Several enquiries have been 
r^eived  regarding the property 
of Mr. G. C. Rose, at the south 
end of Ellis Street. The Mill 
Creek frontage of this tract has 
been reserved from sale hereto-, 
fore owing to the intention of the 
owner to build a residence upon 
it, but, due to his breakdown in 
health, this purpose has been 
abandoned and the property is 
now open to sale.
The tract previously reserved 
measures 529 y  feet east and west 
by 120 feet north and south, and 
contains approximately one and 
one-half acres, equal to about 
lOj.  ^ city lots. The bulk of it is 
lightly timbered, with about fifty 
feet frontage on Mill Creek, but 
there is an excellent clear build­
ing and garden site, with rich 
soil free of alkali, which formerly 
produced a heavy crop of tobacco.
Plan may be seen and tenders 
w ill be received at the offices of 
the undersigned agents for the 
property. The highest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted. 
CLOSING DATE for TENDERS, 
Saturday, Oct, 8, 1938.
E. M. Carruthers & Son, Ltd,, 
McTayish & Whillis, Ltd., 
Okanagan Investments Co., Ltd.
O eo e t\i
f o o t
* * * the junior board of trade meeting,
Basketball'is just around the corner will not commence until 9 p.m.
now. ’The club had a rummage sale ---------—------- -
the other day and , managed to make Mistress: “I hope you’ll be happy 
about a century note to wipe out part with us, Susan—I think you’ll find 
of the deficit which has accrued that I ’m not hard to please.” 
through the past few years. It was a New Maid: “That’s just what I
riot to watch the women fighting and thought, ma’am, when I saw the mas- 
running around the sale, grabbing at ter.” 
all kinds of articles; some of which
they w ill never use to advantage. In business manager for the Province, 
September last year the debt was over Stacey’s and now Tooke’s basketball 
the $400 mark, and then a show cut teams in Vancouver for years, was in 
it down a hundred. This year the de- town the other day and wanted your 
licit is about $340, but this rummage Gossiper to make special efforts to 
sale will cut away into that. Gertie entertain 'Tooke’s for the annual Box- 
McDonald and Kay Hill did yoeman ing day classic. He has Russ Kenning- 
work in preparing for this sale, and ton and Long John Purves on his line-' 
Maudie Kincaid, Mabel Neff and oth- up. along with Bob Osborne and some 
ers were untiring in their efforts on of the younger players. It would s-:em 
the day of the rummaging. They de- bke old times around here to meet 
served a lot of credit. Purves, Kennington and Osborne or
* * * , ' the hoop fi.oor. It’s quite possible an
Chuck McGillvray, who has been arrangement can be made.
Elks’ Carnival
TONIGHT, FRIDAY &  SATURDAY
IMPORTED ACTS FOR FLOOR SHOW
2 appearances each night —  8.45 and 10.45
FREE ADMISSION -  -  -  _  _ -  SCOUT HAM
GAMES for YOUNG and OLD
TRADE IN 
YOUR 
OLDTIREf
N O  N E E D  T O  W A I T  
F O R  P A Y  D A Y !
N O  D O W N  P A Y M E N T  
R E Q U I R E D  H E R E
Take your choice of any fresh, 
brand new Goodyears in our stock 
. •. well put them on your car to- 
day, without delay. Pay no money 
down . . .  you drive away on the 
new Goodyears and pay us in 
small weekly amounts as you are 
paid. See us today.
Anderson’s Tire Simp
Pendozi St. Phone 287 Kelowna
PAGE FOUR
E D IT O R IA L S
Judgment Deferred T £ f t R Y T 0 P l C S ,
of rccc'iit weelc;;, it i.s a 
iitial to a fair
AftiT liio *:moli(jiuil ;;tro:; 
little (liflleiilt (o I'eeapinre tli(' calm < 
appraisal of the Munich conference. Joy can distort 
tlic view a:; well as fear or hale. And jndement i.s 
not inadi' easier hy the swift diweloinnents followin)' 
out of the Czechoslovak settlement. If it proloni'ed 
jteace. that ;ichievement, /pnat as it was in its inomeiit, 
has been shaded hy the pl('d/;i' which I’ reiniej' Chain- 
bidrain and (Chancellor Hitler have.' ;ii;;ned renonneinj; 
war between their nalion.s.
Nothini' is to Ik - pained by attein))tln/' to ininiini/.o 
Ilitler’.s victory. It is there for all the world to see. 
He won by a threat of force what llismark could not 
pet by coiKiiK'st and what Versailles son;;ht to hold 
from Geianany for all time. Ili.s com)nomi.ses mipht 
not seem important in contrast to those which Britain 
and Fnince and Czechoslovakia made for jreace but 
their real worth Is too well hidden in the future for 
any one to be able to evaluate tliem now.
No more possible is it to assess the price we have 
paid for peace. Before any man can say it is too 
high, he must establish the currency of his measure­
ment, How is that price to be computed? Would 
■ war have been cheaper? Czechoslovakia lost lier ter­
ritory and we watched the eclipse of a principle. But 
Europe also lost one of her historic excuses for war, 
and millions have apain come to believe in justice 
through negotiation. Still there is a justiliable fear 
that one part of the price will be that a premium has 
been fixed on the use of force in the future. The 
answer to that depends entirely on the good faith 
with which Hitler observes his pledges.
But with peace in the air, the armament race is 
being given new impetus. Hitler may be sincere in 
his prorpise that Sudetenland is his last territorial ob­
jective; ho might mean every word of his pledges to 
France, io Britain, to Italy, to Poland and Czechoslo­
vakia. But there is the record and there is much in 
Mein Kampf still to be fulfilled.
The democracies therefore must insist from now 
on that Germany set the example. I f we have ever 
learned anything from the experience of the past 
venture in peace, it is that there can be no real peace 
without the means of protecting it. Until the dic­
tators are willing to lead the way in disarmament, 
rearmament for us must go on. Whatever may be 
the full price of today’s respite.-we know it has been 
too high to run the risk of paying again.
.....
It is only by a system of well planned education 
that the masses of the public can be made to realize 
the dangers whicii exist on tlie highways of this 
country. People do not wittingly endanger their own 
lives, but are inclined to do so in an unthinking 
manner. Statistics tend to prove that a large propor­
tion of the accidents which occur today are because 
of carelessness. It is that carelessness which must be 
eliminated. By teaching the rising generation the 
rules of the road and general safety traffic precau­
tions, a great deal of good will accrue.
But all the good work of those who have the 
welfare of the schoolboy traffic patrol at heart will 
be undone if the older generation does not heed the 
warnings. I f little Johnny is being taught in school 
that jaywalking is dangerous and against the law, 
what reaction will there be if his mother or father 
nonchalantly cross the street with him in tow at other 
than the intersection. In order to succeed, the co­
operation of the adult population of the city must be 
obtained. •
Brave Words
Sunday Cleanup
Some weeks ago The Courier suggested that the 
city should take some steps to put Bernard Avenue 
in a passably clean condition early Sunday morning. 
A t that time numerous persons commended the sug­
gestion but during the past several weeks so mainy 
persons have urged that the idea be pressed that 
w e again bring forward the suggestion. ’
We wonder if any of the city fathers venture 
front their firesides on Sunday to pass along Bernard 
Avenue. If they do not, then, of course, they have 
little conception of the condition of the street. I f  they 
do, they must pass along the business section so en­
grossed with other civic problems that they fail to 
see the. litter under foot . If they should use Bernard ■ 
Avenue to reach their church—or, indeed, any pur­
pose—they would see apple cores, grapes, banana 
skins on the sidewalks, ready to give a skid to the 
unwary walker; paper bags, pieces of newspapers, 
chocolate bar wrappers in the gutters or being blown 
through the air searching for pedestrian or car driver 
to strike in the face; discarded newspapers wrapping 
themselves around the legs of the church-goer.
Kelowna has the reputation of being a city where 
community pride reaches its highest peak. A  Sunday 
view of Bernard Avenue would do much to deflate 
the pride of the most ardent civic enthusiast while 
a stranger cannot fail to obtain a most unfavorable 
impression of the city. During the greater part of 
the week the business section is in a fairly presentable 
state but after the Saturday night throngs' have had 
their way and departed for their homes, the street 
is blit a litter of cartons, paper, fruit, bits of food and 
discarded pieces of candy.
The problem is not a tremendous one. Two men 
could, in a couple of hours, give the street a shining 
face. The early hours of Sunday morning is the 
proper, time but if the city fathers should have some 
reluctance about asking men to work a couple of 
hours Sunday morning, the job could be done just as 
satisfactorily around midnight Saturday.
The past summer has seen the situation aggrav­
ated and a large number of the people of this city 
are becoming more than a little disgusted with the 
condition of Bernard during Sunday. The expense 
would not.be great; the job is a simple one; the 
problem is merely to get the city fathers to say 
“It shall be done.”
The Liberal Convention held in this city and the 
Conservative convention held in Kamloops did not 
fail to follow the time honored customs of the “ins” 
and the “outs” . Patronage was not mentioned during 
the Liberal sessions while the Conservatives made 
a large play on it and w ill probably make it one of 
their chief planks when another election rolls around.
It was ever thus. The party in power, regardless 
of ijolitical stripe, is blissfully regardless of such a 
thing as patronage while, on the otheir hand, the party 
on the outside looking in can see but little else than 
the evils of the patronage system. A t Kamloops the 
Conservatives made, a, noble play but is, there any 
assurance that, should they be elected to power, 
they w ill not find it convenient to forget that par­
ticular plank. Certainly they would have many pre­
cedents to guide them, i f  they should do so.
The patronage resolution is one which is a hardy 
perennial at the convention of any party in opposition. 
There is no reason to think that the resolution is not 
passed in good faith but it is a peculiar fart that 
, once the party is elected to power, the viewpoint 
changes; patronage takes on a more virtuous appear- 
anced when viewed from the government benches.
Patronage is one of the greatest evils of demo­
cratic government and it -would be a blessing if  the 
system could be eradicated. It may be that the British 
Coluinbia Conservatives w ill prove the exception to 
the rule and abolish patronage, when they obtain 
power. But the public cannot be blamed if it is a 
trifle skeptical and looks upon the resolution with 
tolerant cynicism. Too many such resolutions have 
been passed in this and other provinces by this and 
other parties resolutions which have been worthy- 
of a gilt frame and an honored place on the wall, 
while the party was in opposition- but which, when 
the. government, benches were occupied, were care­
fully relegated to the attic with the rest of the party 
skeletons.
-More About- -More About
J FRIENDLINESS 
J  OF LOCAL
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right at homo. I was even out flsning 
in the fish derby and while it is true 
I had little luck in catching fish, I 
had a wonderful time.
“I like your town but most of all I 
like that good feeling which everyone 
seems to have for everyone else. That 
spirit is what makes a real town and 
although I have watched closely, I 
have seen no evidence of cliques. You 
all seem to have sUch a whale of a 
good time together. This is shown by 
.vour many fine community enterprises. 
Your Aquatic club, the Preventorium 
and several other enterprises which 
the people of the town have gotten 
behind and are successes simply be­
cause the people of the town have got­
ten behind them.”
“But no town is perfect and you 
must have had some unfavorable im­
pression,” the reporter asked, “What 
is it?”
“I was hoping you would not ask 
that question but since you have I 
suppose I must admit that I hate to 
see such a nice wide street as Bernard 
avenue all cluttered up with that row 
of lights down the centre. I think it 
would be much better if  you had in­
stalled side-lighting.”
Mr. Cornett was accompanied by Mrs. 
Cornett who was the guest of honor at 
a tea given at the Royal Anne on 
Tuesday by Mrs. Cheyne. On Tues­
day evening Mr. and Mrs. Cheyne en­
tertained at their home in honor of 
Mr. and Mrs. Cornett,
DICTATOR
MIGHT
PREVENTORIUM TAG 
DAY BIG SUCCESS
Fire Prevention W eek
Schoolboy Traffic
Thirty young men are enrolled in the Kelowna 
schools to act as a schoolboy traffic patrol. Before 
the end of this month the patrol will be in operation, 
the boys lectured and trained on their duties and the 
entire schqol population informed as to the part it 
must play to make the schoolboy traffic patrol a 
success and safeguard the lives of more than a thous­
and youngsters. This patrol was first suggested by 
the junior board of trade. The co-operation of the 
school board was obtained and the assistance of the 
teachers Elicited. The city council has given its bless­
ing to the plan, and the provincial police have been 
instructing the patrol members in their new duties.
The danger of accidents in Kelowna’s school area 
: is not believed to be great, but this patrol should go 
a long way in eliminating what danger exists now. 
Besides that, the system will tend to make the young­
sters traffic conscious. The patrol w ill be the means 
^f educating the school pupils concerning the hazards 
of motor vehicle traffic. It will teach . them not to 
jay  walk, not to weave on their, bicycles, not to rush 
helter pelter on to the highways without heed or 
caution, not to endanger their own lives and the lives 
o f countless others by foolhardy practices The patrol 
w ill teach pupils the rules of the road and in thus 
educating the younger generation, the foundation will 
be laid for equipping future men and women to ob­
serve the traffic laws.
In Canada and the United States the week of 
October 9th to 15th is being observed as Fire Pre­
vention Week. The Dominion Fire Prevention As­
sociation, in co-operation with Provincial Fire Mar­
shals, local Fire Chiefs and others are co-operating 
with civic organizations in the furtherance of the 
aims of Fire Prevention.
About 300 people are burned to death and a much 
larger number are injured by fire in Canada every 
year. The reco;-ded loss of property by fire in Can­
ada during the 15 years, 1922 to 1937, exceeded $525,- 
000,00. In other words, at our present burning rate, 
approximately one human life is sacrificed and $97,000 
worth of property is-destroyed every day in the year.
Fire is no respecter of persons. Every man has 
a responsibility towards his neighbors and that re­
sponsibility should cause every right-thinking per­
son to pause and consider what he owes the com­
munity in which he lives. We owe it to ourselves 
but in a greater degree to our fellow-citizens to per­
mit no condition to exist upon ouri premises that w ill 
invite a visitation of fire. A  great majority of fires 
are so easy to prevent that it is certainly a moral 
crime to tolerate the things which bring them about.
Cities and towns, like individuals, reap what they 
sow. To permit the erection of fire-traps, to fail to 
provide an abundant and reliable water; supply and 
means of using it or to fail to apply the everyday 
rules of fire prevention, is to constantly face a menace 
of heavy fires and sweeping conflagrations.
Why tolerate a condition which hot only levies 
tribute upon life and property but in effect imposes 
an added cost to the conduct of every feature of busi­
ness activity and increases the burden of the people 
in providing the necessities of life.
We cannot afford to go on and be indifferent to 
it all. Fire Prevention Week is a particular week set 
aside to call attention to the menace of fire. A re 
you doing your part?
Funds Swelled by $340 as Army 
of Taggers Kept Busy
Funds of the Gordon Campbell Pre­
ventorium were swelled by $350 as 
the annual tag day last Saturday was 
voted an outstanding success. An 
army of workers, young and old, cam­
paigned on Bernard avenue and 
throughout the entire business district 
all day on Saturday to make this af­
fair a real success.
With the flower sale held a few 
weeks ago apd the fashion parade last 
month, the main effort of the year has 
been concentrated into a short period 
of time and the total result has been 
most gratifying, the directors state.
.Other recent gifts to the Preventor­
ium include: Kelowna Rebekah Lodge, 
afghan; Mesdames Martin, Stubbs, 
Neave, Webb and Tuckey, Misses Mc- 
Dougall and McEwen, and Messrs. Mc- 
Dougall, McTavish, Corner, Copeland, 
J. W. Hughes, R. Flintoft and McKel- 
yie, gifts of vegetables, fruits, cream, 
eggs, etc.
I f  fine weather continues the insti­
tution w ill be open for a few  weeks 
yet.
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and is instilling a .pagan belief in an­
cient Teuton worship of gods. Out­
spoken on grievances about German 
minorities nearby, he is silent about 
others in his land who suffer, includ­
ing Jews who have endured outrages 
comparable to barbaric medieval at­
rocities.
Raging about crimes towards fellow- 
countrymen elsewhere, he doesn’t tell 
about tortures, murders, and incarce­
rations of citizens in (Germany, some 
of whom are the finest type of per­
sons, who are hustled off to concentra­
tion camps because they dare to op­
pose the brutality and enslavement of 
thought.
“We shudder at these things. Yet,” 
Mr. Jones reminded the young people, 
“a few such infringements on our 
liberty in Canada have occurred late­
ly. Suppression of speech and assem­
bly, raiding of homes and confiscation 
of articles, and the cowardly practice, 
of Jew-baiting in part of this Domin-. 
ion are evidenced and they have even 
been approved by many.”
It would be tragic i f  Canadians were 
so lax in their interest in affairs of 
government which are their o-wn af­
fairs that conditions developed i to 
make way for a dreaded tyrant whe­
ther Fascist, Nazi or Communist.
Mr. Jones challenged the young peo­
ple to so effectively expose and stir 
up oppositioin to cruel injustices and 
wretchedness that instead of brutish 
conditions there would be a definite 
swing from poverty to security, cor­
ruption to uprightness, disease to 
health, and generally to crush injust­
ices to create a truly Christian ad­
ministration.
Miss Pauline Engel, on behalf of the 
inspired members, thanked Mr. Jones 
for his timely talk.
YOUTH COUNCIL TO 
COME INTO BEING 
IN THIS DISTRICT
BLEACHED COTTON SHEETS;
excellent for home or apartment 
house use;
each ................................  y j / C
WABASSO PDLiLOW SLIPS-*
In 40 and 42 inch widths, in good 
wearing quality; Q O l^
W O M E N ’S and M ISSES’
AUTUMN DRESSES 
$2.95
An entirely new range of most 
becorning styles—high or low 
necklines — embroidery, flowers, 
button trims. Sizes, (h o  fk f j  
14 to 20, 38 to 44. ......
Fumerton*s
Limited
‘(WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT*’
First Preliminary Steps are Tak­
en and Ted Hardy Chosen as 
Temporary President
-More About-
5 OTTAWAWANTS
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read: “Application sent me was sub­
mitted to Ottawa stop. Does not com­
ply with section eleven of combines in­
vestigation act stop Please forward Ot­
tawa immediately application in con­
formity with such section stop Can 
make no further progress until you 
take this step.”
Section eleven of the combines act 
referred to above reads as follows:
“Any six persons, British subjects, 
resident in Canada, of full age of 
twenty-one years, who are of the op­
inion that a combine exists, or is being 
formed, may apply in writing to the 
Registrar for an investigation of such 
alleged combine, and shall place be­
fore the registrar the evidence on 
which such opinion is based.
“2. The application shall be accom­
panied by a statement in the iform of 
a solemn or statutory declaration show­
ing:
“ (a) the names and addresses of the 
applicants, and at their election the 
name and address of any one of their 
number, or of any attorney, solicitor 
or counsel who they may, for the pur­
pose of receiving any communications 
to be made pursuant to this act, have 
authorized to represent them;
“ (b) the nature of the alleged com­
bine and the names of the persons be­
lieved to be concerned therein and 
privy thereto;
‘ (c) the manner in which, and where 
possible the extent to which, the al­
leged combine is believed to operate or
Fornaation of a local youth council 
similar to the large Vancouver body 
was undertaken by several represent­
atives of Kelowna youth groups with 
Mrs. G. D. Herbert kindly acting in an 
advisory capacity, on Thursday even­
ing, Sept. 29. '
The purpose of the youth council is 
to unite youth groups in Kelowna for 
any common constructive project that 
the executive might decide upon.
Formation of this body followed ac­
tion of the Youth Christian Study 
club. This latter group, along with 
youth’s associations of the Anglican, 
United, First Baptist and German Bap- 
, tist churches authorized Miss Muriel 
Cunliffe to represent them at the 
Youth Congress held in Vancouver, 
April 15-18.
A fter her return. Miss Cunliffe re­
ported on the congress on May 17 at 
a meeting and following it efforts have 
been made to form a youth council 
here.
An executive was planned to consist 
of president, secretary, treasurer, vice- 
president, press reporter, and two. 
members from each affiliated: organiz­
ation. Committees would be formed 
with conveners selected from duly ap­
pointed executive hiembers.
Those chosen so far are acting at 
least temporarily and are: president, 
Ted Hardy; secretary. Miss Pauline 
Engel;, and press reporter, Walter 
Watson.
Officials''of local groups of younger ' 
people are being contacted to find if 
they are favourable to such a body.
A  circular letter w ill be mailed soon 
to each organization head followed by 
a personal call.
Interested persons are invited to 
apply for membership before Novem­
ber 1. On this date there w ill be an­
other meeting to proceed with ar­
rangements to be held in the United 
Church parlor at 8 p.m.
MAY LOSE SIGHT OF RIGHT EYE
Billy Fletcher,, 11-year-old Pentic­
ton lad, may lose'the sight of his right 
eye as a result of an accidental shot 
from an air-rifle on Saturday after­
noon. • The youngster was playing 
with several companions, one of whom 
had the rifle, which was discharged 
acidentally.
to be about to operate to the detri­
ment or against the interest of the 
public whether consumers, producers 
or others.”
“ Free Irrigation ”
DISTRICT
Nine acres of good level land, ideal truck 
and hay land. Situated in “ free irriga- 
tioh” district three miles frorri Kelo-wna.
full PRICE $1^800.00 -  t e r m s . 
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
Real Estate Insurance
South Okanagan Monument Works 
HEADSTONES AND  
MONUMENTS U.GUIDI&ORSI
Imported and native granite or Contractors for
marble—Satisfaction guaranteed PLASTERING. STUCCO and
at right prices. MASONRY WORK
Box 504, Penticton, B. C. Phone 494-L OR 634-L
JO SE PH  RO SSI
C O N T R A C T O R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Bam  
Phone 298
KELOWNA FURNITURE CXI. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS!
Day Phone, 33; Night, 502 & 791 
KELOWNA, B.C.
KELOWNA LADIES 
BEATEN AT VERNON
Team of Northern Players 
Men and Ladies Triumph
of
MONUMENTS
JB Sand Blast Lettering
^  VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910 
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
Playing at Vernon on Wednesday 
afternoon, members of the ladies’ sec­
tion of the Kelowna golf* club were 
badly beaten by a Vernon team com­
prising eight ladies and three men. 
The eventual result'was a 17^ to 7^ 
win for the Vernon team. Following 
are the individual scores:
Kelowna 
Mrs. Kennedy 2 
“ Underhill 0 
“ Willits 0 
Weddell 0 
“ • Wiseman 2 
“ Maclaren 1^ 4 
“ Lander 2}4 
“ Cushing 0 
“ Kerry 0 
“ Staples ^  
“ Gough 1
7^
Vernon
Mr. Lewis .... 1 
Mrs. Pettman j 3 
“ H. Nolan 3 
“  Brosi 3
“ Middleton 1 
Mr. Lefroy 
Mr. Howe .... ^
Mrs. C. Nolan 3 
“ Lewis 1
“ Vennicode 
“ Sherwood 0
I7y^
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—^Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W . F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD . 
Phone 469 , - - Kelowna, B.C.
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Classified Advertisements THE CHURCHES
Did You Ever Get One? BIRTHS
UATi:S
Finit twonly-llve wotil.s, fifty cents; 
iulditioiiiil words one cent each.
If Copy i.'i accompanied by casli or ac­
count is paid within two weeks from 
dale of i.ssue. a discount of twenty- 
live cents will be made. Tims u 
twenty-live word advertisement ac­
companied by ca.sh or jjaid within 
two weeks co.sts twenty-live cents.
Minimum char;;e, a.'i cent.s.
When it is desired that replies be ad- 
dre.s.sed to a box at The Courier 
Oflice, an additional charjje of ten 
cents is made.
Each initiai and {{roup of not more 
than live ll{'ures counts as one word.
Advertisemejits for this column sliould 
be in The Courier Oflice not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
\
1938 OCTOBER 1930
T H E  U N IT E D  CHURCH OP 
C AN A D A
rimt UMii<<l, roriier Kiclilcr .St. atid llm oril 
Avciiutr
Miiii.sler: llev. W. W. McPher.son, 
M.A.. U.Th.
Or;;anist and Choir Leader:
Cyril S. Mo.ssoj), A.T.C.M., L.'T.C.L.
SPECIAL HARVEST 
THANKSGIVING SERVICE 
11 a.m. ‘‘Praise ye the Lord.”
7.:i0 ]).m. Rev. Nelson Harkness, 13.D.
FOR SALE
SUN|MON|TUts|wEI)|THu| FRI | SAT
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 1 0 11 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5
1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0 2 1 2 2
•<JO 2 5 2 6 2 7 2 8 29
C H R IS T IA N  SCIENCE S O C IE TY
Cor. llcrimrd A re. iiiid Ucrtrain .St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Chiircli, The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.ni.; first, and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.ni. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
Fo il  SALE—Young Saddle Pony,mare. Well broken, good form. OKANAGAN CENTRE
Reply Box 238, Courier. 10-lp CARD OF THANKS
Fo i l  SALE—Pure bred Scotch Colliepups. Own a dog you will be proud IMRS C. F. Brown and Ruth wish to
■of. Write Chas. Foster, Salmon Arm, theii many friends for their
g  Q 10-2d . ‘-xp^ c-’ssions of sympathy during riago
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Bradford, for a 
number of years residents of the Cen­
tre. arc receiving the congratulations 
of their many friends on the occasion 
of their GOth anniversary of their mar- 
October 1st. They both enjoy
TAKENAKA 
ho.spilal on 
39:iH. to Mr 
Winlleld, a
“ In the Kelowmi general 
Friday. .September 30. 
ami Mrs. ,S. Talien.aka. 
boy.
BOAKE- In the Kelowna general ho.s­
pilal on Saturday, October 1, 1038, 
to Mr. and Mrs. IJoyd Boake, of Ke­
lowna, a girl.
BRADLEY-'-ln Ihe Kelowna ('eneral 
lios|)itaI on Sunday, October 2, 1038, 
to Mr. ;md Mrs. Frank Bradley, of 
Kelowna, a girl.
YEAST—In the Kelowna {{eneral hos­
pital on Monday, October 3, 1038, to 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Yeast, of Ke­
lowna, a girl.
JONES—In the Kelowna {{eneral hos­
pital on Tuesday, October 4, 1038, to 
Mr. and Mrs. 'rhornas J. Jones, of 
Kelowna, a {{ifl.
SECORD—In the Kelowna general hos­
pital on Tuesday, October 4, 1038, to 
Constable and Mrs. Ira Secord, of 
Kelowna, a /{irl.
MARRIAGE
r m a ,  .   j  beautiful specimen of the type
____1 the Illness and death of their beloved fairly good health and passed the Kamloops trout which may be lur-
OR SALE—English bulldog, male, 14 husband and father and especially the week-end in Vernon as the guests of ‘ “^ t of Okanagan lake water if  you
months, registered. Apply Box 239, fhemen for their loyal support and for their son, P. Bradford and family. try long enough was the winning fish
rior. 10-2p tneir assistance in his care. 10-lp ♦ * • m the Okanagan lake fish derby con-
In competition with five other Wo- ducted by the Kelowna junior board
BAILEY - SCHAMERHORN — At the 
United church parsonage, Kelowna, 
Saturday, September 24, 1938, Marion 
Schamerhorn, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Lawrence Schamerhorn, of Mis­
sion district, to Herbert, son of John 
Bailey and the late Mrs. Bailey, of 
Deep Dale, Man., Rev. W. W. Mc­
Pherson officiating.
Courier
Fo r  s a l e —Ya, *>f orchard with I )  ’ Rochanaii and family wish to mens’ Institutes, the Centre society of trade last Sunday. It was lured out4-roomed fx'ame house, on comer , . “ ^onk their many friends for their took first prize of $1.5.00 for an ex- by Nick Avender and weighed 14
tuna expressions of sympathy and hibit of handicrafts made by members pounds 10 ounces.
DEATHS
•of Glenmore Road. Nice home, close to ^  ''•^HAc sions i t   hibit of handicrafts ade by embers
city. Apply M. Prisching. 18-2p “ oral ofienngs received during their of the Institute at the Interior Ex-
-------------------------------------------- ’----  recent loss of a loving wife and mo- hibition in Armstrong. The directors
jpOR SALE—-1927 Pontiac Coupe. A -1  ^   10-lp hope to have the exhibit on display at
shape. Two new tires, brakes re- iv ih f  fim iiv r 
lined. A  sporty little car, economically | ^ ” Mr.
the first meeting of the society after
operated. A  bargain price. Box 236, 7  express their appreciation
'Courier. 9-lp expressions of sym
Geo. Thompson packing season is ended.
pathy tendered in their recent sad be-
Mrs. F. R. Wentworth returned from 
Vernon last Tuesday bringing home
-More About-
THOMAS
WILKINSON
O A  or 25 dozen cracked eggs for sale mavement and especially to the doc- the new baby daughter, she is staying 
■ m U  weekly. Call Wednesday or Sat- nurses of the hospital. 10-lc for a few weeks at Eversley with her
urday between 4 and 5 o’clock. Ke- .. .......  parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Gibson.
^owna Egg Agency; c/o Owen'a F e ^  COMING EVENTS
*
BROWN—At his home on Glenn ave­
nue, Kelowna, on Friday, September 
30, 1938, Charles Francis Brown, 61. 
Funeral service from the First Unit­
ed Church, Kelowng, Sunday, Octo­
ber 2, 1938, at 2.30 p.m.. Rev. Dr. W. 
W. McPherson officiating. Interment 
in the Kelowna cemetery.
W E  BUY, WE SELL all second-hand |%ON’T Forget October 6th, 7th and
**  furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture 8th. It’s the Elks’
Co. Ltd. 25-tfc Indoor Carnival.
Third Annual 
6-tfc
Ma k e  an English wool rug, no frames A MEETING of the Society of Preno clipping. Wool, $1.50 lb. Write vention ojf Cruelty to Animals wil 
P.O. Box 271, Victoria, B.C. ’ ’ ’ ’ — - _ . .16-4p be held on Friday, Oct. 7th, 1938, at 
8 p.m. in the Orange Hall. A ll those
•ECRETARIES—Use the Announce- interested are requested to attend.
WOLF
CUB
NOTES
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nation, there were two boards vitally 
interested, the minimum wage board 
and the vegetable marketing board.
Represents Labor 
“The minimum wage board,’ ’contin­
ued Mr. Wilkinson, simply carries out BUCHANAN—At Peachland on Thurs- 
government policy and largely repre- day, September 29, 1938, Mrs. William
PARSONS—At Rutland, on Sunday, 
October 2, 1938, Mrs. Amy Parsons, 
wife of the late Walter Parsons, of 
Rutland. Funeral service from St. 
Michael and A ll Angels’ church, Ke­
lowna, Wednesday, October 5, 1938, 
2 p.m., Rev. C. E. Davis officiating.
meht column to announce date of 
coming events and you vyill find others 
w ill assist you in keeiping the dates 
free of conflicting engagements. 25-tf
10-lc 2nd KELOWNA AFTERNOON PACK
sents organized labor. It provides work 
and wages at you growers’ expense. It 
was inevitable that sooner or later 
these two boards would clash.
“Organized labor and agricultural la­
bor represent two great groups of 
labor, and both should get an even JONES
Buchanan, of Peachland, w ife of Dr. 
William Buchanan. Funeral service 
from Peachland United church, Sat­
urday, October i, 1938, Rev. J. H; 
Gillarn officiating.
NOTICE
break. But Adam Bell would not agree 
to organized labor taking an equal cut
-In the Eugene hofepital, Eug-
HEAVY wrapping paper, large sheets;
2nd' Kelowna Afternoon Pack
Pack will parade at Scout Hall at labor and said that
3.45 , p.m.. sharp, Wednesday, October 1^  the industry did not function it was
ene, Ore., on Wednesday, September 
28, 1938, Howard Jones, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Jones, Westbank. Fun­
eral service at Eugene, Ore., Friday, 
September 30, 1938.
newsprint, size 8j/$xll. Suitable 
for school and office use. Packed in 
1,000’s. To be cleared out at a special 
price. Phone 96. The Courier Office.
ideal for putting under linoleum, Norris, K.G., would appre- 12th. We had a good turn out at the
carpets, etc. Make good, cheap insulat- ciate it very much if any of his paper chase, held on Sunday, October We offered, to inake a reduction of 
ing material. Large bundle for 25c. A t friends who have books which they 2nd. The, standing of Sixes is as fol- dollar per ton if labor cut as well, 
the Courier Office, Water St. T 7-tf have borrowed from him would deliver lows: and the board of industrial relations
— ----- ------------- -^----- -------- ----- —  them to Mr. W. B. Bredin at hip office. Browns ............. 6 pts refused,” he continued, reviewing the
Mim e o g r a p h  and copy sheets, or send them to him through the mail. Reds 5 pts. situation which then arose. The vege-n . i < lO-Te Whites  ..... 4 pts. table board cut again but it was not
Please trv and brine vonr fees tmtil some time later that the minimum 
D R ' i hmTmSON. dentist, Willits’ per week. Is we are tryLg  to buy a wage board at last agreed to reduce
Block, telenhone 89. 49-tfc T-ritoFr, i____ i___  minimum wages ten per cent. In the
meantime, Mr. Wilkinson, believing yet been able to find a Cubmaster for 
Parade, that the only solution was to force a the 1st Kelowna (night) pack, but in
Scout Commissioner*s 
Corner
I am indeed sorry that I have not
WANTED
WANTED—Second hand one horsemowing machine in good condi­
tion, for cash. Apply S. C. C(5usins, 
R.R.1, Kelowna. 10-lp
''^ *^***®' per eek, as e are trying to buy a . . .
-tfc otem Pole, and we also have to buy i i  es ten der ce t I  t e
n iBE LIN  PHOTO studio for your Ko- ew ti
I a  dak finishing. Prompt and efficient 3.45 p.m. "h is  i s ^becauT^ 1°  have'^To showdown, 'resigned his position ' in the meantime I wouldHike to suggest 
service, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 p.m. leayg  bv 4 45 and this wav I can snend protest to the second dollar per ton cut. to all Cubs belonging to this pack 
Ask for our FREE enlargement card, mora tirnp ivith vmi PiaLa “I wasn’t any too pleased with the at- that they do some work on theii- 1stOT*P tlTYlP witVi v i rin nn"f • ^ "WSSH. t 3HV _
33-tfc. make the excuse that you have to titude of the business men of Kelowna and 2nd  ^stars. I f  they are ready fdr
r*OR A  SQUARE DEAL in Plum hin? ^tay in school, as a good Cub that does the board of trade,” he continued, any of their tests for these stars or F ^  at all times, should get his referring to the discussions he had had for any of their proficiency badges,
Heating and Sheet Metal Work with the latter organization, which had arrangements will be made for exam-YOUNG Lady wants transportation 4o
Vancouver this week-end. Phone 
■703-R2, Kelowna. 10-lc;
phone 164 or 559L.
SCOTT PLUMBING WORKS
MALE HELP WANTED
START NOW EARNING $15 to $25weekly in spare time. Sell to 
friends and acquaintances
NOTICE
work done and not have to stay in -  - . xi. i  ^ 1
school. Attendance counts toward not l^een willing to come out and ad- mers as soon as they let me know
Sixer points, please phone your sixer vocate a reduction in minimum wages. Scouts w ill remember that last 
if you are sick and we can make al- -------------------
lowances. Remember your promise. 
‘We do our best.’
BAGHEERA.
Take notice that I, Gordon Daniel 
Personal Herbert, of Kelowna, British Columbia, 
Christmas Cards and colorful Boxes Commercial teacher, intend to apply to 
Assortments. Modern high quality the Commissioner of Lands for a lie- 
cards, wonderful values. Samples free. ence to prospect for coal, petroleum 
An. early start makes success certain, and natural gas over the following de- 
Write now. Greeting Card Publishing scribed lands:
G K 0 V INCREASES 
GROSS REVENUES different troops’ annual entertain ments, and school examiniations, we 
could not fit it in. Salmon Arm is
Co., 103 Princess St., Winnipeg. 5-6c The West Half of Section 2, in Town- Annual Meetine Elects W  Hardv putting its foot down and state S^lference^^Ms faU^and— ------------------- ---------- ---- -----------------shin 26. Osovoos Division of Yale dis- ivieetmg Ji-iecrs w .  would eo no farther than a sponsor me conierence m is. laii ana
as President for Another Term
I f  marketing control does not do year’s district patrol leaders’ confer- 
any more for you than it has with the ence which was to have been held at 
canneries then it is not much use. Salmon Arm had to be postponed on 
Don’t think that I mean to do away account of their being one or two 
with the board, but we must change cases of infantile paralysis in the dis- 
the scheme and take hold early in the trict. We had hoped that we might 
year. ’There is no use planting toma- hold it in the spring, but what with 
toes and waiting two years for your track meets and musical festivals, the
Put Foot Down
“I think the board made a mistake
ship 26, Osoyoos Division of Yale dis
Ea r n  extra money selling Personal trict. Province of British Columbia Christmas Cards and Box Assort- -ir>H /■>nnfainincr or-i-oc mnro nr locoi      and containi g 320 acres o e o  less, 
ments in your spare time. Easy to sell Dated this 26th day of September, 
from our beautiful sample book. Un- jggg GORDON D. HERBERT,
surpassed values. Big comniissions.
Write for our free sample book and
go no farther tham a we hope to have definite word from
them by the time these notes next 
appear. I f the Salmon Arm patrol 
leaders do not wish to have it held
- sales helps. Gehrke’s Limited, 566 
Seymour St., Vancouver, B.C. 9-3c
JAPANESE girl would ■ like house
work. Low wage. P.O. Box 960, 
■City. 9-2p
FOR RENT
Fo r  RENT—Immediate possession de­sirable furnished dwelling for 
seven months. Situated on lakeshore, 
has two bedrooms, $35 month (no small 
children).. G. A. Fisher, Agent. 10-lp
•MALL furnished siiite to
f  Apply Willow Inn.
rent.
10-lc
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 160)
IN  THE MA'TTER OF Lot 152 Map
498 Osoyoos Division Yale District.
PROOF having been filed in my Of­
fice of the loss of Certificate of title 
No. 52845F to the above mentioned 
lands in the name of John Metcalfe 
• and bearing date 9th October, 1929:
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE of my in­
tention at the expiration of one calen­
dar month to issue to the said John 
Metcalfe a provisional Certificate of 
title in lieu o.f. such lost certificate. Any 
person having any information with 
reference to such lost Certificate of 
title is requested to communicate with 
the undersigned.
DATED at the Land Registry Office. 
Kamloops. B.C., this 20th , day of Sep- 
tcmbei', 1938.
R. A. BRADEN.
Registrar.
toate of first publication: September 
•22nd, 1938. 8-5c
F o r Sale
STUCCO
BUNGALOW
that it would
fifty-fifty reduction with labor.
--------  board of industrial relations is simply
An increase of $5,000 in revenue for carrying out government policy, 
xxvx.. 1937-38, ended May 31, 1938, “ With the legislation available in B. miV*
9-5c which corresponds to the thirty per c. we should demand fixed prices, even there, it w ill be the turn of the Rut- 
■—  cent increase resulting for the past four right down to the price the consumer 
years, has been announced by Okana- payg_ Your only hope is to support 
gan Broa^asters Ltd., operating Radio yQ^j, j^eep demanding from
Station CKOV. government the equivalent to
303 Marshall St., containing liv ­
ing room with fireplace, dining 
room, two bedrooms and two 
bedrooms unfinished upstairs, 
bathroom, kitchen, two screened 
verandahs, water-proof basement 
and good garden and woodshed.
Clear •Title Deeds; 
cost ............... $3,600 00
WHAT OFFERS FOR CASH?
•Reply to:
P.Oi Box 762, Kelowna.
10-lc
Gross revenue for the year up to labor.”
land leaders, and if they do not, then 
the 1st Vernons.
Sumrherland again now has a troop 
of scouts under the leadership of 
Basil Atkinson as scoutmaster, so we 
shall look forward to welcoming theirMay 31, 1938, amounted to $21,710.96 tj, -onelusion Mr Wilkinson eon- iv x^ x^ wxxxxxxe xxxx.xx
and after deductions for discounts, al- demned — — patrol  leaders at this year s conference., X- • 1 T , , x,v..x,w^ xx a system of distribution which
lowances, time signal^ s, line charges and gUg^^ 3 g^arge of $2.50 a box for ap-
program expense the net revenue is in Alberta, while the producer is
figured at $18,586.34. Administration ____________ x.- £_____.j xu„
expenses amounted to $17,305.55, leav­
ing an operating profit of $1,280.79.
Interest charges, incorporation
JACK KNOX HEADS PENTICTON 
SHUT’TLEERS
Jack Knox has been elected presi-
ex-
obtaining forty cents. He termed the 
present marketing set-up as both
wasteful and extravagant, and urged dent of the Hall Badminton club in 
penses, and reserve for income tax t d  ^et out and keep' on Penticton, with Claude Holden vice-
tailed $608.69, leaving .a net profit of obtain- president and R. Lyon secretary-treas-
$672 10 ed their ends. urer. Directors are R. Renwick, Dr,
At the annual meeting held last Fri- Mr. Wilkinson stated firmly that he Fred Parmley and I. Pelman.
day, September 30, the directors were
replaced in their entirety W Hardv
is president J W  B Browne eenera^^^® growers’ interests as well off the months, throw out the whole schemelb picbiaenc, j .  w. a , jDrowno, gtJnorai
manager and secretary and the balance
of the board are W. B. Hughes-Games, Delegates Named
H. F. Chapin, G. E. Brown, O., L. Jones H. B. D. Lysons, who was chairman
and W. F. Whiteway.
and vote to have controlled marketing 
abandoned.
Mr. Homersham explained that it 
was Dr. MacDonald’s orders to pro­
ceed with the nomination and election
BOATS
8 to 32 feet. Ready-built, Knock­
down, or full sized paper pat­
terns. Special Fall Discount of 
20% if ordered now.
CEDAR  B O A T  W O R K S
992 Poucll St., Vancouver, B.C.
8-3c
of the small meeting, was named dele­
gate to the nominating^convention of oFa boardTnd so such a protest was 
the Interior vegetable growers which ^ggiess
will convene in Kelowna on Novem- ^  5 however, and
adjournment of the meeting
IT L F  • before any delegates were appointed.
Marshall and Fred Munson He received no seconder.
It was explained that, this nomm- 
ating convention should have been Want Three Producers
NOTICE IS _ HEREBY GIVEN that j^eld last May but special permission .One .important resolution, which was 
by order of His Honor Judge F. Cal- .^gg obtained from Hon. K. C. Mac- brought forward by the Central Ok- 
deiT’ dated 27th July’ 1938, I was ap- Donald, minister of agriculture, to anagan Vegetable Growers Co-opera- 
pointed Actomis^ator of the Estate of bold over the nomination of a new tive association, asks that the person- 
vi Deceased Intestate. board until after the Privy Council nel of the vegetable board be changed
A ll persons havung claims against decision was known. from one shipper and two producer-
the said Estate are required to file Some time before the end of this owners to three producer-owners.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
In the Matter of the Estate of 
JOHN DAVIDSON, deceased, late 
of Westbank, B.C.
Jittery Flour!
This is not new brand— there are lots of good 
old dependable ones. W e mean the Hour market 
has been very "jittery” for several weeks p a s t -  
just an intermittent series of advances and declines 
with a decided weakness prevailing. You have 
doubtless noticed this in following the market 
page of your daily paper.
The market has still a weak tendency and further 
declines may ensue. On today’s market we quote:
A L L  W E L L  K N O W N , FIRST G R AD E  BR AN D S
FIVE ROSES 
ROBIN HOOD 
QUAKER
98 POUNDS jier sack
$3.2,5
HARVEST
QUEEN
2nd grade
98 POUNDS per sack
$3 .10
Gordon’s Grocery
PHONES -  30 -  31REGULARDELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
Pi
It’s N ew —
It’s Patented—
Can’t Be Copied—
Never Before Obtainable 
In Kelowna!
T H E  G E N U IN E
“APPEaL”
Made with Delicious, Healthful, Energy Giving 
Apples. Each loaf contains 20% or more apples. 
Rich in Vitamins. Perfection in taste and texture.
SUTHERLAND’S 
Ideal
P H O N E  121 FO R  D E L IV E R Y
WANTS SPORTS ARENA 
MANAGER
commissioners have agreed to act 
again. K. W. Kinnard, W. W. Dar- 
roch and J. G. Edwards are the other
..... .... ............. .... ..... ___ _______ _____ ^_______  _______ Commissioner K. W. Kinnard, of the continuing members.'
same duly verified on or before the year there will be a vote taken of all This resolution was adopted unanim— Vernon sports arena commission, has —-------——^--------------
15th October, 1938, after which date registered vegetable growers in the ously. asked the Vernon city council to ap- x, .j u x x it
I wil distribute the assets according interior as to whether they wish to Mr. Lysons informed the meeting point a manager to supervise ordinary . , .p,’ nnoy nas begun to talk
to the claims received by me. continue the operations of the B. C. that the government is being asked to routine affairs of the arena manage- ^ '
C. H. JACKSON, Interior Vegetable Marketing Board, appoint a commission to investigate ment. The council concurred in this What did he say?”
Official Administrator, Jim Spall took exception to holding a the entire cannery deal this winter, view. The commission year expired “Why, I took him to the Zoo,: and as 
- Kelowna, B.C. nominating convention when the veg- and is being urged to have a grower at September 30, but H. B. “Dick” as he^ii'w the hippopotamus he
Dated this 30th Sept., 1938. 10-lc etable growers may, within two on the committee. Monk and E. B. Townrow, retiring called out ‘Daddy, daddy’!”
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N O W  T H A T  T H E
coldrr weather 1h get
more milk liy feeding your cows
K. G. E.
(Kegistered)
DAIRY
FEED
G E T  M O R E  EGGS
from your chlckciia by feeding 
them
K. G. E.
(Kegistered)
LAYING
MASH
Agents for:
S H E R W IN -W IL L IA M S  P A IN T S  
A N D  V A R N IS H E S
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE
Free City Delivery The House of Service and Quality Phono 29
:  LETTERS TO THE :
:  EDITOR ;
* «
i t i r r i i A Y A L
Kclownii, Oct. 31, 1030.
Tilt; Editor,
Kelowmi Courier.
Dear Sir,
Tliis i.s surely a time when all lion- 
e.st iieojile should raise their voices 
u/'ain.st the over-|)i udent and cowardly 
ubandoiiment of Czecho-Stovaicia. Not 
only ha.s this weaker nation been left 
to the ravishing invaders, but our na­
tion and especially we who ('ave “our 
all” between 1914 and 19311 have been 
betrayed into a ridiculous situation:
FINE NEW MASONIC LODGE AT 
PEACHLAND OFFICIALLY OPENED 
BY THREE GRAND LODGE OFFICERS
BALL GAME IN 
OCTOBER UNUSUAL
tM'.s. (he (wo Wo.stiadowski brothels 
and Paul Bach (aking three innings 
each, while Hortome pitched seven in­
nings for Kelowna. F. Chajinian taking 
over the nit i^ind dntie.s for the last
Kelowna Wallops Rutland 
in Wind-up of Season
11-3
Master Clarence McKay Chairman at Banquet Attended 
by Masons from Many Points in Interior— Grant 
Lang Only Charter Member Present
Tlu; warm weather over the past 
week-end temjited the Itiitland base­
ball team to arrange a match with 
tiu' Kelowna niiu' at the Kelowna 
athlotie park, (be Orebard City lads 
taking (lie count 11-3. Baseball in 
October is something of a record for 
Ui esc parks. Tlie afternoon proved al­
most as hot as a summer day, but as
•HE new Masonic lodge at Peachland was formally opened on 3us the sun started to drop down 
I  Thursday evening, September 29. w h ^  three grand lo d p  of- gam‘^ wTi^ \^o\^  w^ y'pe,^ ^^ ^^
ficials were present, Grand Master Dr. C. M. Kingston, Grand ben- nothing at stake over the contest, and
that those principles we fought against ior Warden W . R. Simpson and Grand Secretary Frank S. McKee, tin; Rutland nine showed the result of
are being endorsed by the Nation ^  large assembly of Masons from Penticton, Summerland, Kelowna
'^iMs Taid* oV uT^ chle^  Vernon were present to celebrate the occasion with the local
llteer.s and mercenaries, tliat we went members of Trepanier lodge.
two frames. Sorltmie wa;. (lie be.st tif 
tile live, gi'Kiip: llvi- s(rike-on(s and 
allowing live sealtered lii(s. Baeli 
showed ii|) thf hi'st for Bnthind, fann­
ing (hree batters, allowing, only (wo 
hits and havinjf (wo runs scored ag­
ainst him in (he last threi* innings of 
the game. There was no .sin'ctacular 
hitting in (he game. Andy Kilseh be- 
iiij' dll' bc'st for Rutland willi a double 
and i» single in two tinie.s uii, whih' 
Yorko and a rookit> named Wiitson 
eohnected for (wo-baggers for K»4ow- 
na, with runners on tlie paths.
Kelowna really won tlu; game in 
the first inning when they pushed five 
runiu;rs across the plate before the 
Rutland pitelier or liis teammates
could settle down. The score by 
over two month’s lay-yfT by playing a innings:
ragged game, parlieularly in the open- ICelowna ...... , . T) 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 0—11
ing stanza. Rutland used three chuck- Rutland ........... 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1— 3.
C O A L
B U IL D E R S ’
SU P PL IE S
T IL E
BRICK
Manufacturers
IN S U L A T IO N
FOR ALL USES
Order your winter supply now!
for
SER V ICE  A N D  S A T ISFA C T IO N
W m . H A U G  ^  S O N
Phone 66 Since 1892 Kelowna
to the war: “ in a .spirit of adventure,” 
“out of curiosity,” or knowing or 
thinking the war would not lust long, 
“ to get a trip,” I swear tliat this is 
foul untruth: many of us went to the 
war because we believed it was neces­
sary to halt tile disciples of force be­
fore tliey readied our country to rav­
ish it, and to place us under the yoke 
of an entirely unprincipled people; to 
destroy tliis nation which hold that
Grant Lung Giiartcr Member
Grunt Lang hud the honor of being 
the only charter member of the lodge 
present. Dr. W. Buchanan, who is the 
other charter member, being unable 
to attend because of Jiis beroavomenj,. 
Sympathy with Dr. Buchanan in the 
loss of his wife and with Frank .Tonc;s 
who was away to attend his brother’s, 
funeral was expressed during tlie eve­
ning. Hamilton Lang, who was dis-
BENVOULIN W.A. TO 
HELP RENOVATION 
OF UNITED CHURCH
agreements are only to give advantaga deputy at the time of the forma-/
over other principled nations; that all 
or any nations are justified by thq 
ends to be attained by them.
We did indeed prevent the ravish­
ment of our native land; but as every-
1913 was
May Start Canvass of Community 
to Raise Funds— W . Hamill 
Attends Trustees’ Sessiontlon of Trepanier lodge in
firesent from Vernon. -------
Following impressive opening cere- The regular monthly meeting of the 
monies' at the lodge, a banquet was Benvoulin W. A. was held at the home 
held at the Athletic hall where the of Mrs. McEachern in Kelowna on
W e  Offer
Subject to Prior Sale
Women’s Institute, which provided the Tuesday of this week. Mrs. Pound ledmifiMc nf nnH tiiII cnmnnQQ • • i i ..i j _____ i_____ . _ . .politicians at home a d full success 
was taken from us by weak and com­
promising agreements. It is a stupid 
lie that the great war accomplished 
nothing; dt saved our children from
repast, had spared no effort to make the devotional period, and gave an in- 
an attractive and satisfactory meal, teresting talk on the life and work of 
When the inner man was satisfied, two outstanding missionaries in China. 
Master Clarance McKay introduced it was suggested that a canvass be 
j  T • . Grant Lang, who proposed the toast made in the community for contribu-
worsethaii death. In passing we may King which was followed by tions to help with the reconditioning
say that the pacifist heroes vvho com- National Anthem. Dr. Kingston of the Benvoulin United Church. A t
manded a peace at any price that addressed the members of the the conclusion of the business, tea was
time, are thought very little of today, craft, commending Trepanier lodge served by the hostess 
Now again these forces are loose accomplishment in building a
and Czechoslovakia, abandoned foully lodge.
by those nations which promised help, ^  toggi to grand lodge was proposed
to prevent being ravished by alien j  Oowans of Summerland to which
C E R T IG R A D E  
C E D A R  _
SHINGLES^-^^ SIMPSON’S
OFFER THE BIGGEST
hordes, was forced to sign a treaty Grand Senior Warden W. R. Simpson 
yielding up her territory. A  man who replied briefly. The toast to the visi- 
acts with a cocked pistol at his head tors was given by B. F. Gummow with 
is not to be held responsible for his t . Young, J. Tait and S. McDonald re­
actions; neither is Czechoslovakia to plying from Summerland and F. Mor- 
be held to these agreements signed ggn and S. Daines from Penticton. H.
I I ............... under threat and compunction. Baker brought greetings from R. J.
Are we to stand aside while our McDougall of Penticton who was i:n- 
-r -r, draining and principles are ridiculed? apje to be present because of illness. 
J O H N S -M A N V IL L E  Are we going to let the weak suffer Kelowna visitors had to rush for the
because we are afraid of the bully? ferry and were unable to be present 
Asbestos Shin£fleS where is British Fair Play? Hackney for the program.
°  out of our vofabularies, our neighbors “Alouette” as sung by Hamilton
*  *  «
W. Hamill attended the conference 
of B.C. School Trustees which was 
held in Kamloops, as a delegate from 
Mission Creek school. It was recom­
mended that a report be given on the 
program made by pupils attending 
high school from rural districts. Also, 
a motion was defeated advising the 
curtailment of certain expenses, due 
to economic conditions.
Approximately $58,000.00 Creston School District 
5%  Bonds due July 1, 1958 (o£ which $37,000.00 
have been sold by us to date). Price 105 and accru­
ed interest, to yield 4.6%. Denominations, $1,000.
Total School debt approximately $78,000.00. Assessed value of 
lands as security for above issue approximately $2,225,000.00. Mill 
rate to pay upkeep. Sinking Fund and Interest approximately 18 mills.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Real Estate, Insurance, . Stocks and Bonds
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
I lil
• • • ^
The sacrament of the Lord’s Supper 
was observed in Benvoulin church 
last Sunday . Next Sunday a harvest 
Thanksgiving service w ill be held.
One o r
SCOTMND'S
and Roofing calmly by Lang and two songs “by C. C- Inglis Contributions of flowers and fruit w ill
our firesides while the finger of scorn gave variety to the program which appreciated, 
is pointed at our dead comrades, and was much enjoyed and F. McKee
Re-’Roof Values
Whether your particular job requires 
cedar, asphalt or asbestos shingles, or a pre­
pared roofing, we have it in stock . . . .  and 
remember the quality cannot be beaten at 
right prices.
« • «
our poUticians approve the principles spoke briefly in humorous vein of the fnr'+h^rna^t onowoinet r.„T. c.r,irUor-c, fruicrhf? _.<• ____ J Week for the Coast on 3 holiday. They
will visit their daughters, Mrs. Cowan 
and Mrs. Kenny.
• ♦ • * *
Mrs. J. Goodkey and children of Pen-
at least will give all help possible to Stand of Spruce Burned ticton were visitors over the week-end
her if she still resists. Better let us ^  Powers creek last week
die than live under the shadow of 
dishonor—which would soon become 
worsen—“slavery to our masters” —^the 
dictators.
against which our soldiers fought? travels of the grand lodge officials 
Let all societies still loyal to the through all parts of B.C. 
cause of freedom, law, order, and com- Following the singing of “Auld Lang 
mon decency, get together and send Syne” the gathering dispersed, 
a message to Czechoslovakia that they
■yours truly.
at the parental home.
destroyed a stand of spruce near the Mr. Mike Johnston attended the 
head of the creek, about sixty acres sheep sale in Kamloops on Monday of 
being devastated. The work of fight- this week, and purchased a fine ram. 
ing the fire was in charge of Hugh v
11-95.
Ferguson, district ranger, and all men
Saturday night their son Stewart, who is in the R.A.F. with the fire under control.  ^ .PEACE WITH HONOR to the
JOHNS-MANVILLE ROOFING
L IG H T — (1 P ly )/per ro ll-108 ft. $2.58
M E D IU M —.(2 P ly ), per roll— 108 ft.—  $3.15
H E A V Y — (3 P ly ), per roll— 108 ft. . .. ... $3 ,85
Kelowna, B.C., Oct. 3rd, 1938. 
The Editor, The Kelowna Courier. 
Dear Sir,
I f there were only one language of 
diplomacy the layman might learn it 
once for all in order to get access to 
the whole of ils meaning. But diplom­
acy is one of those abstract collective 
t,erms that may get us,into trquble. 
It would be safer always to speak of 
‘this diplomacy” or “that diplomacy”
Justine Ibbotson was taken to the 
Kelowna hospital bn Wednesday night 
for an emergency operation for appen- 
dicities. She is reported to be mak­
ing good progress.
Mrs. Ronald Irwin and young sen 
left last week for their home in Trail 
after visiting old friends here. Mrs. 
Irwin was formerly Miss Mary 'V'icary.
Mr. and Mrs. Macro moved 
coast two years ago.
Apple picking was at a standstill on 
Monday, owing to the heavy rain, 
which started on Sunday night, and 
continued almost all day Monday. Up 
until this time, only two or three 
hours have been lost this fall since 
picking started, bn account of wet 
weather.
For the second time within a year.
Asbestos shingles and slate surface roofing at 
correspondingly low prices, including cedar 
shingles, which are certified as to grade.
S. M. SitlBpSOtl, Ltd.
QUALITY LUMBER AND BUILDERS
Phones: Geii. Office, 312
SUPPLIES
Mill Office, 313.
H. Lang returned to his home in 
rather than “diplomacy” since there is Vernon on Friday morning after Frank Snowsell has shot a large black 
a great deal contained in it that is not spending several days as the guest of bear in his father’s orchard at Bank
"A BANK WHERE SMALL ACCOUNTS ARE WELCOME"
on speaking terms with one another. 
Likewise with honor, one cannot of 
course, become honorable by merely 
reading honor, however diligently and 
1 ng. For an honorable person is one 
who lives honorably, not one who 
learns or talks honor.
So from out of the Four P iwer ga­
thering at Munich, we learn, has em­
erged “Peace with Honor.” A  queer 
result. I suppose things which ought 
to shock us no longer shock us, and 
our sin-blindness is regarded as a 
cause for self-satisfaction. And one 
feels that at the Munich gathering 
even God’s omnipotence must have 
been taxed to please all four powers 
at once. You recollect J. G. Squire’s 
poem:
“To God the embattered nations sing 
and shout:
his brother Grant Lang.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Buchanan motored 
from Nelson to attend the funeral of 
Mr. Buchanan’s mother.
Miss L. Morsh, Miss J. Shaw, M. 
Bar wick and E. H. Bowering attended 
a teacher’s meeting at Kelowna on 
Saturday.
•  •  . *
G. Jones and A; J. Ghidley left on 
Sunday morning for a week’s fishing 
trip to the South Fork lake.* ♦ •
Nev/ton Hamlan left on Thursday 
for his home in northern Alberta.
♦ ♦ *
Forestry Films Shown
J. Branham of the Canadian Fores­
try association gave a fine showing of 
films on Friday evening, September
head. The bear was seen by Frank 
and a companion, Buster Dillon, while 
it was having a breakfast of pears, but 
the boys after getting a gun, soon dis­
posed of him.
SCO TCH W H I i l i Y
D ( S T I L L E D  A N D  B O T T L E D  ( N  S C O T L A N D
BY WILLIAM GRANT. AND SONS UIMITCO ■
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
‘Gott strafe England’ and ‘God save 23; ; ;  th5 Municipal halL The import­
ance of taking care of the forests was 
emphasized, and the havoc wrought 
by carelessness shown in graphic pic­
tures of destruction. Lumbering and 
fishing scenes were shown and a fine 
film of activities at Sudbury was of 
- 1  interest, with comparisons with primi-
f  amusingly sar- tive methods o f n^anufacture in other
^ n ic  about the honor of nations, and parts of the world showing the effic 
their feelings and themselves similar • - ®
the King’;
God this, God that, and God the other 
thing!
‘Good Good!’ sa'id God, ‘I ’ve got my 
work cut out’.”
And the Czecks, viewing the chang­
ing attitude to moral and territorial
iency of the modern methods at Sud-
belly of the whale—in danger of di- ^
gestion. Mr. Chamberlain, of course, " ~ '
must be admired for, as Premier of DI? A D IT H  I  ETl lAT 
Great Britain, he knows the futility of D l!i/ \ lV  IxJLL lIiJLy  iB l  
war and is anxious that civilization
should get a break and a chance for GLENMORE ORCHARD
enjoy
doing your banking here."
BANK OF MONTREAL
E S T A B L IS H E D  1 8 1 7
Kelowna Branch: D . C. PA TERSO N , Manager
"AMSSONAL CHEQUING AOOOUNT FOR YOir -A^/cri^Uet mt^ urinimA
m
those reforms via the treaty and ec
onomic route which he evidently --------
thinks could apply in Europe. Here^ is A  quiet wedding was solemnized on 
' a tremendous faith and one can look Saturday, Sept. 24, at the United 
forward with sympathy to such a prac- church parsonage, Kelowna, when 
tical application which civilization Miss Marian Schamerhorn daughter of 
needs. ^Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Schamerhorn,
On the other hand, should the strut- of the Mission district, became the 
ting, gesturing, orating, threatening, of bride of Mr. Herbert Bailey, son of 
any egomaniac who aspires to be suz- Mr. John Bailey and the late Mrs. 
erain of the world continue—the sha- Bailey of Deep Dale, Manitoba. Rey. 
dow will darken and widen and once W. W. McPherson performed the cere- 
again we shall deceive ourselves by niony, while Mr. and Mrs. Judson 
artificial light. Schamerhorn, brother and sister-in-
Further if the basis of Central Eur- law of the bride, acted as witnesses, 
opean strategy is no other than the ^ ■
shortest land route from the North Snowsell of Bankhead left on
Sea to the Indian Ocean, and incident- Thursday last, tq join the navy at Es- 
ally, in the making, over-running the 9Uimalt. ■  ^ ^
Ukraine for the sole exclusion of Rus- Mr. and Mrs. S. Ro*senear were re-
NpTatiSn^shoulT '^bl ^Illow^^ to S  G^'w^^^H* R ^ ld^^S in J  
make war after its own pattern and from Kenora, Ont. Th^Y le f f  f S  home
thlre k to lh ll Wednesday of last week.
Right HERE in Keiowna
YOU
The worlTs most
•e e eCAN SEE
completely Autom atic R a d io
The 1939 WESTINGHOUSE
pattern.
Yours faithfully,
E. R. ELLIS-TUCKER.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Macro left Vancou­
ver on Sept. 29 to spend the winter 
with relatives in England and to visit
Press the desired button and
P R E S T O !
Cliff Davis
Turns the radio on. 
Tunes in the station. 
Selects the correct band.
THREE OPERATIONS IN THE 
TOUCH OF ONE BUTTON !
Cliff will tell you 
all about them.
WESTINGHOUSE MODEL * 36-X
You are invited 
Department to
to visit Stockwell’s new Radio 
see Canada’s Greatest Radio !!
StockwelTs Ltd.
Phone 324 Bernard Avenue Kelowna, B.C.
"-1!vn,* r
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THE KELOW NA COURIER
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DR. J. MARSHALL 
IS APPOINTED AS
PAGE' SEVEN
TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR
NEURALGIA
UV<1 a|>plu;atio« of Min- 
>, at curtiinf la diaartiana, 
liiia ilia apat” . Y au 'lj 
itaal you
New Station to be Opened in Ok­
anagan and Kelowna Thought 
Most Likely Centre
m
21 get wonderful relief I
KING OF MIH”
M E
R f^  W
P i
, . w
Usu;n
\,oy« -Y'*' s'>;| VAu’/’'-^
„f.l ''V.
rif. JaincK Mar^iliall, pnifc'ssor of en- 
tomoloiiy at Wa-shitiKtiai State univer­
sity. lias been appointed by (he Do­
minion ffoverninenl ;is en(omolo;;ist in 
fhaif'e of a nf?w station which is to 
be opened in Kelowna, Tlie Courier 
learns Appointment was made la.st 
week and it is exjieeted that Dr. Mar- 
shall will be in the Okana/;;in shortly.
Dr. Marshall is a young Okanagan 
man who has ri.sen to jirominence in 
his chosen profession, and is recog­
nized ns one of the most promi»ent 
I'litomologists in the northwest. He is 
the son of G. D. Marshall, manager of 
the Okanagan Valley Land Co. at 
Okanagan Centre.
It has not been established yet that 
the station is to come to Kelowna, but 
as the Orchard City is the most cen­
tral and has the largest individual 
acreage of any district, it is likely 
that such will be the case.
A.S soon as it was known that ap­
plications for an entomologi.st wore 
being asked, the Kelowna board of 
trade wrote the federal minister of 
agriculture pointing out the advant­
ages of having the station established 
here and informing him of facts about 
Kelowna. It is hinted that the sta­
tion will come to Kelowna.
E. J. GARLAND 
SPENT BUSY 
WEEK IN VALLEY
Many Conferences Held in Ver­
non, Kelowna and Penticton by 
C.C.F. Organizer
U R G E  I N V E S T I G A T I O N
I?
15. J. Garland, national organizer for 
the Co-operative Commonwealth Fed­
eration, and former M.P. for How 
River, Alla., had a busy time last week 
addressing Rolarians in Vernon and 
Kelowivy, jjublic meetings in Kelowna 
and Penticton and attending various 
conferences with members of the fed­
eration in ditferent parts of the Oka­
nagan. • He also addressed the Gyro 
club of Kelowna.
On Thursday, September 2f), he took 
part in a conference at Penticton 
where men and women active in the 
C.C.F. gathered from all parts of Yale 
constituency to lay plans for future 
work and organize for the expected 
federal election next year.
A N ITA  LOUISE—may well be described as twinkling—with her contagious F- Mossop of Summcrlaiid was re- 
sense of humor—her delight in dancing—tennis, swimming, fencing sponsible for arranging Mr. Garland’s 
and riding her skill- at the piano and the harp—and her fluent command of itinerary and acted as secretary for
>
,
Would Have Government Take 
Steps to Nationalize Finance 
and W ar Industries
ii'"-' ?' 
}%/"•'
BEFORI YOU INSURE -  CONSULT
CONFEDERATION UFE
A.SSOCIATION
HEAD OFFICE TORONTO
------------------ ------- immiiBil
N. E. D A Y , District Manager, K E L O W N A
languages— she’ll be seen next in Warners’ “The Sisters.”
hoM ‘■■i""'-
CKOV 5.30
HIGH SCHOOL 
HIGHLIGHTS
FRUIT INSPECTORS NOT SATISFIED 
WITH CONDITION OF VALLEY FRUIT
After several months of silence the 
high school once more breaks forth W . T. Fleet Tells Meeting in Kel- 
into print,to keep you informed of 
their activities.
Enrollment in the Grade X ’s this 
year seems high, at least, in contrast
owna of Poor Arrivals and Dif­
ficulties Confronting Trade
GOQUIHALLA
Ri^OPENS!
Improved Kelowna- 
Vancouver Service '
EFFECTIVE ON AND AFTER 
MONDAY, SEPT. 26, 1938,
Kootenay Express Train No. 11 
w ill leave Penticton at 10.30 p.m. 
daily, via Kettle Valley line, 
arriving Vancouver 10.00 a.m. 
following day.
Connecting bus leaves Kelow­
na 8.00 p.m. daily, arriving 
Penticton 10.10 p.m.
Passengers from Vancouver, on 
and after Monday, Sept. 26, w ill 
arrive Penticton_7.30 a.m. mak­
ing direct connection with bus 
for Kelowna, arriving Kelowna 
9.45 a.m.
G. B R U C E  B U R P E E
General Passenger Agent,
. Vancouver, B.C.
to our senior matric class of unlucky 
13. Donations of four-leaf clovers, 
horse-shoes etc. would be appreciated.
Members of the Dominion fruit in­
spection staff, and maturity, grades 
and tariff committees of the B.C.F.G.A. 
convened on Wednesday evening, Sep- 
President of the student council tember 28, to hear reports from F. H. 
this year, is Rosamond Russell who Steele, district fruit inspector, Winni- 
seems to have taken up her duties peg, and W. T. Fleet, Penticton, dis- 
with diligence and enthusiasm. On trict fruit inspector who has returned 
behalf of the school we wish the from an inspectional tour of the prai-
SEPTEMBER WAS 
DELIGHTFUL MONTH 
RECORDS INDICATE
the conference, which look place m 
the K.P. hall and was presided over 
by Clive Cunningham of Penticton.
Highlights issuing from the confer­
ence were a resolution calling upon 
the Hon. Norman Rjgcrs to bring 
pressure to bear upon the Dominion 
government for the purpose of secur­
ing, in the interest of fruit growers, 
an investigation into the alleged ship­
per-jobber combine, and a resolution 
addressed to the prime minister call­
ing upon the government to national­
ize finance and all war industries, and 
for conscripltion of wealth in the event 
of war.
W. Hughes-Games of Kelowna was 
named as constituency co-ordinator, 
and a council of district co-ordinators
Average Maximum was 75.4 Last '’‘P which included such men
Tv/r -^ 1 TT- . Caird of Penticton, Gordon
M on th  with Highest Tempera- Herbert of Kelowna, and Magnus Tait
of Summerland.ture Recorded at 88
Mayor O. L. Jones of Kelov/na was
 ^ __ ___  Maximum and minimun averages for present although he felt unable
council good luck in their efforts to ries investigating condition of Okana- the month of September as shown by additional duties,
keep the “school spirit” alive. gan fruits on their arrival. the government weather observer, Mrs. H. S. Kenyon assisted by Pen-
. * t  * I i 4.1. ' There were many criticisms voiced Chapman, are 75.4 and 48.7, thus ticton and Summerland ladies brought
T f  ^   ^^  next week to the re- meeting as to. the maturity of indicating that although September a spirit of fellowship to the confer-
'rt, irnpatisrit people, some of the fruit on its arrival at des- delightfully warm it did not reach ence by providing a delightful supper.
some worthwhile points proportions where the heat was un- AsCanada isa s ign a tc ry to  thelea- 
photo- the Standpoint of the Okanagan comfortable. It was a perfect Indian gue of nations. covenant, the meeting
g p s 01 past years. industry were uncovered at the meet- summer month, with only 1.20 inches resolved that it petition the goverit-
n-f rain thmiicrVirinf TJin-l-vae.4- ____ j. j _ ___ -jmg.
The gang you noticed outside of
the theatre box-office was probably g .A. was present along with Bryson
Whyte, chief fruit inspector for B.C.; 
their school tickets. That poor lady Frank Loveday, who is returning to
the Fruit Branch office at Ottawa; R.
of rain throughout. Highest maximum ment to prohibit the export of any or 
President A. K. Loyd of the B.C.F. temperature was 88 while, the lowest all war material and of all raw ma-
INDIA
ALGIERS
PENANG
BANGKOK
ZANZIB AR
Stop as you please 
and . . .
(/O’ 4H,
AKOIINB THE WORin
▼ Travel East or West . . . via Europe or Asia . . . you 
have a ehoiee o f 215 paths around the globe. Go 
where you please . . .  0top where you Will and move 
on when faney dietates. Your tieket is good for two 
years o f eruising, personally directed by yourself.
certainly must be able to “ take it.”
1 4. 1- 1 C. Palmer and Ed Britton, of the Sum- i
Peaceful negotiations almost broke merland “
Sept.
,-v, +1_• „  4. • , 444c;44c44iu Experimcntal station and 2
of the maturity committee; 3a certain ardent ticket seller tried to
collect G. E. Brown, of the Fruit Board; P. 4A. Lewis, Vernon, chairman of the 6
C A N A D IA N
PACIFIC
Ask Agents for particulars of 
Canada’s Maple Leaf Contest. 
Seven Cash prizes—you may win 
$100.
10-2f
IV.
,#1
his I.,O.U.’s. His
standing is reported as very doubtful. t^ri^c^ommitTeerL. r “ s ^^ ^^  ^ 6
The big question seems to have risen member; and others. 7
about whether the. students prefer the Choice of Cars 8
typical schooi, dance or would they One of the chief problems which ^  
indulge in a little subdued humor at confront the trade is the choice of 
the sight of our fair damsels, in their freight car used in shipments, the 
six inch heels and party trimmings, ^meeting was told. Some shippers, to If 
balancing peanuts and the like upon save expense, are endeavoring to send 
their respective noses. The audience perishable soft fruits in ordinary stock 
should enjoy itself anyway. . cars when to obtain the best results
* ♦ • and have the fruit reach its market
Our 'students’ council seems to have in the best possible state, ventilated or I"'
varied opinions over the-school dance iced cars are essential. This is a prac-
question, so the outcome is as yet tice which must be checked closely, it
unknown. Speaking of contrasts of was agreed. 20
opinion, take a very, very quick look Mr. Fleet was critical of the arrival 
at one of the girls’ classes after phy- of too much over-ripe fruit on the „„ 
sical ed. period. The shiny nOses and prairies, especially in the apricot deal. 
straggly hair would cool anyone’s ar- in this respect it was pointed out that 
dor. No offence, please, I ’m in on one shipper would have an order for
eastern Canada and another shipper “
* * * would have an order for Calgary. The „o
first man’s fruit might be in .a ripe „„ 
condition and the other not so matur- „„ 
ed, yet there is no attempt made to 
switch orders and send the ripe fruit 
on the short haul to Calgary and the 
less mature fruit to eastern Canada.
this one.
We spent all morning one day won­
dering why Misses Henderson and 
McEachern were greeted so distantly 
by their class mates. The catch was 
“would you care to sell tags on Sat­
urday?” The girls, even went so far
Means
1 month was 44.
tnplete Septembe:
Max. Min.
Temp. Temp.
84 53
88 53
84 68
62 55
68 45
68 46
69 51
70 45
67 48
74 51
77 . 46
79 45
78 47
81 48
78 48
80 46
80 46
78 44
82 57
83 52
77 45
79 45
76 44
67 58
73 50
74 45
73 45
72 45
71 51
71 54
75.4 48.7
Follow- terial entering into its manufacture.
Rain
Ins.
.09
over operation of all plants manufac­
turing war material, and of mines pro­
ducing the. raw material, in order to 
prevent profiteering.
In view of the constant danger of 
war, the C.C.F. conference decided to 
urge the Dominion government to na­
tionalize finance and all industries re­
quired for the prosecution of war, and 
in the event of war wealth should be 
at once conscripted.
The conference also recommended 
that pressure be brought to bear upon 
the federal government for the pur­
pose of securing an investigation . into 
the alleged shipper-jobber combine, 
under the provisions of the combines 
investigation act.
New thrills await you » . . the spell o f India . . . 
enchanting Bali . . .  the drums o f Africa . . . the 
rhythm o f . South America. New Zealand with its 
varied conglomeration o f nature’s most spectacular 
scenery. And Australia’s archaiac vegetation, fan­
tastic animals—liffe in all its color, from picturesque, 
ahorigines to hustling civilization o f modern cities.
For full particulars apply to agents everytvhere or to 
J- J- Forster., S»G,P.A., C.P.R, Station, Vancouver^ B.C.
X,
W O R L D ’S G R E A T E S T  T R A V E L  S Y S T E M
fishing regulations by catching Koka- . 
nee in Mission creek, there has been a 
let-yp in such activities and the fines 
meted out have served as sufficient 
32 warnings to deter other persons with ^ii^g to offer a “door to door” freight 
'03 similar intent. service.
Innovation
United States railroads are begin-
“What I feel that l  need, doctor,” said 
the patient, “is something to rouse me.” 
“A ll right,” replied the doctor, “I ’ll 
send you your bill.”
.08
1.20
as to demonstrate the technique; the 
pleading look, the flick of the eyelids 
(gentlemen only) and the profuse 
smiles and thank-yous.
YOU CAN'T PUT 
A  PAOLOCK ON 
YOUR PURSE
A  broken arm seems to be the re­
ward a student received for his en­
thusiasm over football. Certain of 
last year’s junior matrics are still to 
be congratulated upon their talents in 
this line and should prove ample en- 
epuragement for this year’s team.
Early peaches, from the Okanagan 
had and always will have , a poor 
showing against American importa­
tions, Mr. Fleet stated. The Okana­
gan’s early peaches arrive just when 
the later varieties from the United 
States are coming in in prime condi­
tion. Consequently the early peach 
deal is a headache, the session was 
told.
Eliminate Early Peaches
Growers should take steps to grad- 
schoolboy ually eliminate their early varieties
MORE JUVENILES 
IN POLICE COURT
Juveniles have again appeared in 
juvenile court before Judge J. F. 
Burne this week, two paying $3 fines 
for catching Kokanees during the 
closed season. Another juvenile paid 
$10 and costs for carrying firearms
without a licence. Since Game War-
Question: What is the  den W. R. Maxson clamped down on
patrol! We’ll be telling you about it and substitute later and more popular juvenile offenders who were violating 
very soon and listing it’s members. In ones, it was suggested, and the peach
the meantime watch your speedometer, deal would be better for all concerned. __, , ■ ________. ,,
* * * But eenerallv sneakins the „each it was considered they never
But you can put your money 
where you will not be tempted to 
spend it. You need a plan for sav­
ing, just as you heed a plan for 
your own work or your child’s 
education. Start your savings plan 
with the first dollar you can spare. 
Open an account with the nearest 
Post Office Savings Bank and let 
nothing stop you from adding to 
your savings regularly. Just as 
buttons accumulate, one by one, 
in the drawer of your sewing ma­
chine: so will dollars accumulate 
in your Post Office account. Com­
pound interest at 2 per cent, is 
paid and withdrawals may be con- 
venieiTtly made at any time you 
require some cash. But don’t with­
draw except in case of real need. 
Cultivate the habit of thrift.
But generally speaking the peach 
In concli|sion, we may say that big deal this year was much more satis- 
things will be brewing after the clubs factory than last year and the quality
open so keep your eye on our column 
next week.
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
“Dq a good turn daily!”
of the later varieties was much super­
ior to the 1937 yield.
* Considerable trouble arose this sea­
son over the quality of the far-famed 
Oliver cantaloupe, which in some 
mysterious manner lost its flavor this 
year and did not live up to the high, 
standard of other seasons. True, there 
were some cants which blossomed 
forth in their old-time glory, but the 
deal as a whole did not show the same 
quality. The reason for that has not 
been established, but some believe 
that the growers have not kept up the 
standard of the soil, and have not re­
plenished its needs as the crops take
will be in any . year.
Mr. Steele expressed his interest in 
the discussion and stated that he was 
impressed with the efforts made by 
the growers to obtain the best possible 
conditions for the fruit on its arrival 
at destination.
Length of Haul
It was suggested that a great deal 
of thought can be put into the le i.;th
ISL
ALL BRANCHES OF POST OFFICE 
SAVINGS BANK ARE OPEN 
DURING POST OFFICE HOURS
A  meeting of the Court-of-Honor 
w ill be held at the home of the Scout­
master on Friday, October 7, at 7.30 their toll, 
p.m. 'The purpose of the meeting is 
to arrange the annual fall hike and 
to se,t the date for the first troop
meeting of the coming season. The ,,4. , „ . ,
troop should be able to start earlier
this year owing to the fact that the gom ^he departure
fruit season has been earlier, and the is^^mnn^tanf
rush of work w ill be over soon. tion of the fruit depends^ great°deai
Last year the Okanagan patrol lead- upon this lapse of time. Special care 
ers’ conference was not held, but it should be taken that fruit which is 
^  hoped to hold one this year, and rapidly reaching maturity should not 
P.L.s should keep this in mind. Sug- be sent on the long hauls, 
gestions of items for discussion and Prunes, although somewhat improv- 
debate at the prospective conference ed, still show lots more room for im- 
will be called-for at the Court-of- provement, it was said, while early 
, apples were not all they might have
Start The Day Right With
"  HYMN TIME”
featuring Smilin’ Ed McConnell
C K O V  —  K E L O W N A
MON., WED., FRI. — 8.30 a.m.
R o b in  H o o d
FLO UR
O N L Y
More Days!!
MEN—YOU ONLY HAVE UNTIL 
SATURDAY, OCT. 8
TO  T A K E  A D V A N T A G E  O F  OUR
MAMMOTH ANNUAL
FALL SUIT 
SALE
ENGLISH TWEEDS AND WORSTEDS IN THREE 
EXCLUSIVE PRICE GROUPS
$15 00 $20 $25 00
Chester Owen
MEN’S WEAR SPECIALIST
Bernard Avenue Opposite New  Post Office
Eyestrain Days
ARE HERE A G A I N
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  Better Place in Which to Live and W ork
A Berles of Letters from Distlng:ul.shed Canadians on Vital Problems 
AITcotlng the Future Welfare of Canada
,—  Specially Writlen for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association
USE PLENTY OF SIGHT-SAVING LIGHT
Guard precious young eyes with 
adequate light from dependable 
Edison Mazda Lamps. For close 
work use 100 watt size, now 25c.
Ma 'o C IN CANADA
Dear Mr. Editor:
I wa.s very plea.sed, indeed, to liear 
dial you are j)re.sident of so influential 
a body as tiie Canadian Weekly News- 
pa|)ers Association. Tliey are a fine 
lot of fellows as 1 learned jjersonally 
a couple of years ayo when tliey met 
liere.
But as for /fivinff advice to men wlio 
are s|)ecialists in their owji Held, 1 
am afraid Unit 1 am not quite senile 
enouyli yet to try that. Tliere is one 
tiiin/', however, that I have always 
lhou/j;ht about weekly newspapers. 
They oudlit to be the safest and most 
lucid guides to public opinion in what 
Jiiight be called "llie small town or 
city” areas. We daily cliaps get to 
know our cosmopolitan pofTulations 
fairly well by dint of rubbing them
PART OF BUSINESS 
SECTION DARKENED
tile wrojig way and hearing about it. 
But i feel at sea as regards, say Bow- 
manville or Iticliinond.
llie weeklies could hold u mirror 
up to local ojiinion in sucli fashion us 
to enhglilen their bretliren of the 
dailie.s, not to mention politicians, 
state.smen—if any,—publicists and oth­
er parasites who live by guessing 
wlncli way the public wind is blowing. 
As for guiding tliat wind, they are in 
tlie best position to do it. If tlie local 
editoi is not tile most influential man 
in ills community, he ouglit to be 
a.sliumcd of him.self.
In any case I wish you and your 
association every sort of luck. 
Sincerely yours,
A. n. CARMAN, Editor,
Montreal Daily Star.
AGRICULTURISTS TO 
MEET IN KELOWNA
-filE. 5<An.T'oF 
-rfiE, eJAME. IS
BY'frtE.
F IB -m q  OFCANMOK 
AHP -f'B.UMPE-rc.R.S IN 
'dlE. UNIFORM or-TiiE. 
AHCIE-NT R E .P U B U C  OF 
FLO RU M Cti. ANNOUNCE-rflE- 
E.ND OF 'TIUh. C JA M E -
FA-fUER. oP ALL. 
t lo r f  WArfER. BOdYuES 
IS-rttE. ANCIEH< DEP 
W A R M E R ,—  A  Wo o d e n  
f r a m e w o r k  HOV-DIHq-f>«E 
BRA.X)ER Fo r  CHARCOAE
Vm l*Nk Xia« IroAMM IM. W«W fM»«
E qYP T lA N  WOMEN 
W O R E  FALSE HAIR 
S ,0 0 0  YEAR'S 
A(\0 diniTti
K m
OF B U L G A R IA  WCR.E
It o r m e r l y  LEYrtR-cpoNiy
IN CYRB-ElC f BU-r 
I ' f i  PoS-fAqE WILE
Mow <:a r r y  ENqLi?H 
L E tY E R m q  , AS WELL
F O R  B E T T E R  L I G H T  — B E T T E R  S I G H T - U S E
EDISOH/MAZDA
(a n m j
L-18
C A N A D I A N  G E N E R A L  E L E C T R I C  C O . ,  L i m i t e d
Section of South Bernard Avenue 
Inconvenienced Saturday Night
Part of Kelowna’s business section 
was badly inconvenienced on Satur­
day evening for about an hour during 
the busiest shopping time of the eve­
ning, when the lights suddenly were 
extinguished by a faulty transformer. 
A ll the business premises from W il­
liams Shoo Store east were affected 
and shopping was almost at a stand­
still until the city electricians could 
remedy the difficulty.
Lightning striking the high power 
lines of the West Kootenay Power & 
Light Co. on Thursday evening dis­
rupted electric light and power ser­
vice in Kelowna and other points of 
the Okanagan. The lights were turned
Dr. H. L. McLarty, of SuirimeiTand, 
will provide a resume of the Ottav/a 
meeting of the American Society for 
tile Advancement of Society when the 
Okanagan Agricultural Club meets in 
Kelowna on October 12. The fertil­
izer conference held at Pullman, 
Wash., will also be discussed, with H. 
H. Evans, Vernon, taking the lead. 
A. A. Dennys of Vernon and Ben Hoy 
of Kelowna will lead with a review 
of codling moth conditions from the 
border to, Wenatchee.
BOSSES WILL BE 
ENTERTAINED BY 
JUNIOR BOARD
Employers to Hear Reports by 
Young Men of Work Being 
Carried on in Kelowna
Cook: “Please, mum, there’s no meat 
for dinner. The butcher’s boy’s been 
and gone and never come!’’
off four times by the lightning during 
the evening.
We have served you well 
but perhaps too quietly.
In any event, we feel you would 
like to know more about this 
important industry, its functions 
and its problems, because they 
are of deep concern to all of us 
in this province.
YOU ARE A  CITIZEN of British Columbia, 
anxious for the advancement of the Province.
We are an industry eager to serve and to share 
in the tasks of development.
Yru are proud of British Columbia; you want 
to see it progress; you want its industries to thrive 
and expand, so that there may be more opportunities 
for you and your sons and daughters in this Prov­
ince now and in the future.
We play an important part in the industrial 
and economic life of British Columbia and feel we 
have kept pace with the amazing growth of auto­
mobile travel. We believe that we have given out- 
standmg service to British Columbia’s industries, 
its mines, its fisheries, its farms, its lumber camps 
and its mills, all of which use our products in their 
operations.
You and we would both be hurt if the develop­
ment of the industry should be impeded or 
restricted. •
British Columbia is a great industrial Province, 
with vast resources needing more and Inore capital
for their development, in order that more and more 
people may have work and more and more goods 
and services may be purchased. Every industry that 
develops these resources has exacting and urgent 
requirements for petroleum products, which must 
be served.
The development of large areas of this Province 
is dependent upon the petroleum industry. Over 
the 356,000 square miles of its territory, along the 
7,000 miles of its coast lines, the need for depend­
able supplies of petroleum fuels and oils is taken 
care of by thousands of British Columbia workers.
In the past, we ha.ve told you about our pro­
ducts. Frankly, we admit that perhaps we should 
have toM you more about ourselves and what we 
are doing, so that you would ENOW  our position 
and be familiar with the fact that the PETROLEUM  
INDUSTRIES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA are effi­
cient, useful industries, striving to do business on 
the basis of volume and low costs to the consumer 
and in every respect comparing favorably with the 
petroleum industries that serve other parts of 
the world.
PETR O LEU M  INDUSTRIES O F BRITISH C O L U M B IA
BRITISH AMERICAN OIL CO. L.'TD, 
B.C. FUEL COMPANY LTD.
HOME OIL DISTRIBUTORS LTD,
IMPERIAL OIL LTD.
SHBLJL OIL CO. OF B.C. LTD. 
SIGNAL OIL CO. OF B.C, LTD.
s t a n d a r d  o il  CO. o f  B.C. LTD. 
TEXAS CO. OF CANADA LTD. 
UNION OIL CO. OF CANADA LTD.
This is the first of a series o f advertisements -which will tell you about 
the services and operation of the Petroleum Industries o f British Columbia,
The Bosses are to be entertained on 
Friday evening and given an insight 
into the workings of the Kelowna 
junior board of trade. On that eve­
ning, October 7, the bosses are, the 
guests for the regular October session 
and it is anticipated that at least 150 
persons w ill gather in the United 
church hall for this affair. This w ill 
be the biggest meeting ever held by 
the organization since its inception 
two and a half^ years ago.
Ladies of the W. A. of the United 
church are catering to the gathering, 
while special musical entertainment is 
being arranged. Short reports from 
various committee chairmen will be 
provided, it is said, along with a short 
address on industries of Kelowna, and 
another on reasons why young busi­
ness men should become members in 
the junior board and the reansons 
why the Bosses should urge them to 
take an active part in community de­
velopment
The Bosses w ill be asked to say a 
few  words regarding their ideas on 
the junior board movement and will 
be urged to make suggestions for the 
junior board guidance.
MRS. AMY PARSONS 
DIES AT RUTLAND
Widow of Late Walter Parsons 
Had Lived in District 13 Years
The death occurred on Sunday, Oc­
tober 2, of Mrs. Amy Parsons, of Rut­
land, wife of the late Walter Parsons. 
Death carne suddenly to the late Mrs. 
Parsons, who was 55 years of age, 
having been born in Bristol, England, 
on February 20, 1883.
Deceased first came to Canada some 
24 years ago, and moved with her hus­
band and family to Rutland 13 years 
ago. She leaves two daughters.
Funeral service was conducted; on 
Wednesday, October 5, at 2 o’clock 
from St. Michael and A ll Angels’ 
church, Kelowna, with Rev. C. E. 
Davis officiating. Pall-bearers con­
sisted of F. Hawkey, C. J. Dudgeon, 
C. G. Montgomery, J. A. Garner, R. 
Wightman and T. Judge.
MISSION SCHOOL
IS RE-OPENED
The junior room at the Okanagan 
Mission school was re-opened this 
week with chicken-pox on the wane, 
and Mr. Evans was expected to be 
able to resume teaching by Wednes­
day, October 5th, attendance should 
be close to normal ' again in a few  
days’ time.
, ■ * •
St. Andrew’s Parish Guild are to 
make a contribution from their funds 
towards the repainting of the church, 
which may be undertaken this fa ll to­
gether with a scheme for improvement 
of the church-yard. The Guild had at 
first planned a card party for this pur­
pose sometime in October, but the 
proceeds are now tO|be devoted to 
local welfare; it is also hoped that a 
series of sewing bees may be arranged 
through the winter for the same cause.
Mrs. Christy of Herefordshire, Eng­
land and her niece. Miss Anne Powelj 
left on Monday to return to England, 
after a visit of several weeks in the 
district. Mrs. Christy is a sister, of 
Mr. B. E. Crichton of Okanagan Mis­
sion.
■ . • • •
Mr: and Mrs. Mortimer and family 
have left the Mission and are now 
residing at Mr. E. Coelen’s house on 
the K.L.O. road.• • ♦
Miss Barbara Collett is at present 
staying in Victoria with her brother, 
Mr. L. Collett. .
*  *  *
Mr. and Mrs. Mallard have moved 
from the Red Beach and are now oc­
cupying their new lakeshore residence.
Little Betty: “Mummy, I  fell down 
off the garden-seat just now.”
Mother: “Did you, darling? I  didn’t" 
hear you cry.”
Little Betty: “No, Mummy—there
was nobody to cry to.”
Club Bore (to Porter): “Has anyone 
been enquiring for me?”
Porter: “Yes, sir. Several mem­
bers have rung up to ask if  you were 
still here.”
Don’t Keep on 
Having Constipation!
If constipation's got tou down-so 
you feel neavy, tEred and dopey— 
It’s time you did something about 
■ Ing YoiIt. And somethi more than taking a physiol u should get 
at the cause of tho trouble.
If you eat onlY the things most 
people do, the chances are that a 
very simple fact causes your con­
stipation—2)ou don't get enougti 
“bulk.” And "bulk" doesn’t mean 
heavy food. It means a kind of 
food that Isn’t consumed in the 
body, but leaves a soft "bulky” 
mass in the intestines and helps a 
bowel movement.
If this Is your trouble, eat crisp 
crunchy Kellogg's All-Bran for 
breakfast every day and drink 
plenty of water. All-Bran is not 
only rich In “bulk’’—it also con­
tains the natural intestinal tonic, 
vitamin
Made by KSIlogg In London, 
Ontario. Sold by every grocer.
Clean end fresh as a N orth - 
woods breeze is the air in 
The Continental Limited . . .
clean and fresh you w i l l  be 
when you reach your destina­
tion. Dust and d irt banished, 
temperature and humidity con­
tro lled /leav ing  you free to enjoy 
the spacious comfort o f train 
travel.
A ir-cond ition ing  adds to  the 
pleasure o f overnight journeys.
It lends zest to the enjoyment o f 
de lightfu l meals served In the 
dining car. Luxurious new  day 
coaches bring the comforts o f 
air-conditioning to  the economi­
cal traveller, too!
Tho Continental Limited Is the 
DIRECT route via Jasper, Ed­
monton, Saskatoon. Connecting 
Train leaves Kelowna daily for 
the East 5.05 p.m., except Sunday.
For information.
Call or write any 
C.N.R. Agent ewf 
E. H. Harkness. 
• Traffic Represent-* 
ative, Vernon, B.C.
V-61-3a
Winds veer when they change in 
direction clockwise.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VAHCOUVER
VIA PENTICTON — DaUy Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pan. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhoimd
Bus ...   10:10 pjU. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 ajn.  . Bua
No. 11 ...... 10.30 pjn. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 aun. ...... No. 12
No. 11 —  10:00 a.m. ar. VANCOUVER Iv. 8.05 p.m. ...... No. 12
Dine leisurely VIA SICAMOUS
on Train 3 after Daily Except Sunday
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pjn. Iv.
8:05 pjn. ar.
8:25 pjn. Iv.
8.45 ajn. ar.
Travel Eastbonnd via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada. '
C. SHAYLER—City Ticket Agent—iPhone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
KELOWNA
SICAMOUS
SICAMOUS
VANCOUVER
Parlor Car 
between Kelowna 
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 pjn.
Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. 6.50 a.m. 
iv. 7:15 pjn.
S
Surely you have friends and 
relatives in Britain who are 
eagerly looking forward to 
seeing you again . . . don’t 
disappoint them any longer 
. . . go this Christmas . . . 
round trip rates aire low and 
the sailings shown below pro­
vide convenient dates.
From Montreal
B ’faat, L ’pool, Glasgow 
w**'’" 11 Ply-, Havre, London
M?'’ " If ^  Glasgow, B ’fast, L ’pool
E 1c ^  Havre, London
i ms'’ ' of ^  B ’faat, L ’pool, Glasgowj Nov. 25 AUSONIA to Ply., Havre, London
From Halifax
c Plymouth, London
..f to Glasgow, B ’fast, L ’podl
^Doc. 11 AU R AN IA  to Plymouth, London 
Dec. 13 ATHENIA to B ’fast, L ’pooi, Glasgow 
h-mbarkation previous evening.
From Saint John, N.B.
Dec. 10 ATHENIA to B ’fast, L ’pool, Glasgow
From New York
2 QUEEN MARY to PJy., Cher., S’mpt 
Dec. 10 AQUITANIA to Cherbourg, S’mpt 
Dec. 10 GEORGIC to Galway, Cobh, L ’pool 
Doc. 16 QUEEN MARY to Ply., Cher., S’mpt
See your 
local agent 
or
b-t
517 Granville St., 
Vancouver, B.C. |
CUNARDm TE.ST"i
D O N A L D S O N  A T L A N T I C L l "H  E
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LTD.
R. W H IL L IS , S T E A M SH IP  A G E N T .
Phone 217 Kelowna, B.C.
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H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
MlI.S.SI May Ciiidler was }',nest of lionor Miss Iin-ola ilai die is on 1a busine.ss
al a liurn .sliowcr I;ist Th iir.sciiiiy after- (rip al (III coast at pre;;eiit.
IIIIUI I .al dll' Royal Amu■ hotel wlien m «• m
J''loi-cn«-c MeCiirdiy wa.s IIIe lios- l)r. and Mr.s. Robert J’arniley of
(.•ss. Mi-.s. C. K. !•'lieiid jire.sided at Ri'iideloii W(.T(‘ vi .silors ill K elowi la on
t!i(> (C‘a table. Monday ;rtlundin/^ the Hied ieal eon-
* ♦ • veiition.
R. J,, (Jrahaii 1 of i^eatde' wa.'; a bus!-
Mrs. C, :lU'.SS vi.sitor in Kelowna last weelc. I'i. Friend I'lile rtained a few
* •¥ * frienils on I‘'riday eveniii at lier lioriie
Mil Rudi KVims of Vi elorii1 'was a nil Royal avenue ill honor of Miss
vi.sitor in Kelowna foi- 1sever‘al days May Cal her.
FRANK BROWN 
GOES TO LAST 
RESTING PLACE
H IN TS  ON 
FASH IO N S
KELOWNA W. L 
TO ENTERTAIN
Well-Known Driver of Fire Brig­
ade Trucks Passes Away at 
Home on Friday, Sept. 30
C loth  C oat T r im n ied  W ith  
F u r Is  W is e  Choice
Iti.st week.
M. O. Jeiikin.4 of Ke/'idii wa.s a bu.si- 
ne.s.s vi.silur in (.own tills week.
Mrs. Geor(.;e S. McKenzie was a tea 
liDsless la.st Fi’iday afternoon at the 
Willow Lodge when her daughter-in- 
law Mrs. Hugh McKenzie of San Fran­
cisco was (he guest of honor.
Mr. and Mi's. Itobert Pannley of 
I ’enticton were visitors in Kelowna on 
Sunday.
Mrs. J. S. Henderson and Mrs. Maur­
ice Meikle were tea hostesses on Sat­
urday afternoon at the Willow Lodge 
honoring Mrs. Hugh McKenzie of San 
Francisco. Mrs. A. Vance Dawson and 
Mrs. George Joy presided at the daint­
ily aijjiointed tea tables while Mrs. 
Charles Gaddes, Mrs. George Suther­
land and Miss Doris Leathley acted as 
•serviteurs.
♦ • •
Miss Constance Knox of Vancouver, 
who has been the guest of her par­
ents Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Knox for the 
past two weeks, left for her home on 
Sunday evening.
Miss Bettye Hargraves was a visitor
to Kamloops ovir (he week-end.
* ♦ *
Miss May Chillier, who has been 
visiting in Kelowna for the past few 
weeks, left for Victoria on Monday 
evening.
♦ *
'I’he Dima 'rime club held its draw­
ing for tile lovely vanity set at a 
bridge after fjodge Wednesday even­
ing', Mrs, Margari’t Lewis was the 
lucky winner. 'I’lie .club met with 
Mrs. Adelaide Dore on Wednesday of 
tills week.,, Hi ♦ ♦
Mr. and Mrs. David Crawford have 
as (heir guest. Mrs. C. MacNeilage of 
Ardnadam, Scotland.
H* «
C. A. Whitelock of the Ciinard 
Steamshit) Lines at Vancouver was a 
business visitor in Kelowna this week.
ADIES, /^IRLS
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A  PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities. 
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—-“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
W. Hastings. Trin. 0 0 0 7  
Vancouver B. C. t
Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
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Mrs. Marshall Cornett of Klamath 
Falls, Oregon, wife of the District 
Governor of Rotary International was 
guest of honor on Tuesday afternoon 
at a very lovely tea in the lounge cf 
the Royal Anne hotel. A large num­
ber of the local Rotary Anns were 
present to meet Mrs. Cornett. Mrs. E. 
T. Abbott presided at the beautifully 
arranged tea table, while Mrs. Robert 
Cheyne, Mrs. Donald Loane and Mrs.
R. P. MacLean were the serviteurs.* » ♦
Miss Molly Cowan of Vancouver 
was the guest of Mrs. Maurice Meikle 
on Tuesday and .Wednesday of this 
week.
•  *  *
Dr. Boyce was a visitor to Penticton 
on Tuesda.v.
♦ *
Mrs. A. S. Underhill was a tea hos­
tess on Monday afternoon at her home 
on Abbott street when she entertained 
the wives of the Doctors attending the 
Medical Convention. Mrs. M. Wilmot 
presided at the beautifully arranged 
tea table which was centred with a 
floral motif of autumn flowers. Mrs. 
J. S. Henderson and Mrs. Charles Gad­
des assisted the hostess in serving.
A fler .some moiiths of ilhie.s.s, Chai'- 
les Francis Drown, well-known Kelow­
na man, jiassed away at his home on 
Glenn avenue on Friday morning, 
Se|)lember JO, at (he age of (11. For 
many years he had been driver for 
(111- Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade 
and had made many frieiuis in the 
city and dislricl.
Born in Ida Grov<', Iowa, on Feb­
ruary (1, IU77, the la(e Mr. Brown’.s 
early boyhood and young manhood 
was spent on a farm with Ids parents, 
wlio resided near Ida Grove. In 1!)00 
he went (o Montana but later return­
ed to his home, where he met and 
married Miss Belle Walrod in 1002.
'I’lii' young collide went to Montana, 
where they resided for the next four 
years. 'I’wo daughters were born to 
them, Mrs. Ralph Humphreys of Scol- 
lard, Alta., and Ruth, who resides at 
home in Kelowna. In 1907 they moved 
to Olds. Alta., and in 1910 they home­
steaded for eight years.
At the end of that lime they moved 
to Kelowna, where they resided ever 
since. The late Mr. Brown was first 
employed by the city of Kelowna and 
later became a driver of one of the 
brigade tire trucks.
Deceased was a member of the Odd­
fellows fraternity and was a member 
of the ofTicial board of the United 
church.
Besides his wife and two daughters, 
he leaves a brother, Roy B. Brown of 
Galva, Iowa,-who was present for the 
funeral, and a sister, Mrs. S. B. Nicoll 
of Red Oak, Iowa.
Funeral service was held from the 
United church bn Sunday afternoon 
at 2..30 o’clock, with Rev. Dr. W. W. 
McPherson officiating. The fire brig­
ade members were in charge of the
MISS R E E K IE  R E T U R N S
B.C, Products Bureau Secretary, 
A. C. Foreman, to Address Ses­
sion Here Next Month
J
The regular meeting of the Kelowna 
Women's Institute- wa.s held on ’rues- 
day, Sept. 27th, with the jire-sitlent. 
Miss M. J. Reekie, in tlie chair. Miss 
Reekie has been absent for many 
mondis owing to illne.ss. Much jileas- 
ure was exinessed at her recovery en­
abling her to go about in her wheel 
chair. A t (his, the busiest season of 
the year for the Women’s Institute 
the attendance of every member Is 
urgently needed.
Plans are going forward for the an­
nual Halowe’en party which is enjoy­
ed so heartily by the younger children.
A. C. Foreman will be welcomed 
back for his B.C. Products lecture 
during the week of Nov. 7 to 12th.
The following Thursiftay, Nov. 17th, 
will probably be the date of an event 
for the Kelowjna Women’s Institute 
when they will have the opportunity 
of entertaining the South Okanagan 
District one-day conference. The In­
stitute hopes that the members on the 
west .side of the lake w ill attend in 
large numbers as owing to the dis­
advantage of ferry tolls they haveLovely Fur-Trimmed Coat
A  good cloth coat trimmed with fine unable to do so in the past. The
date will be definitely announced infur is sure to lead a busy life. It is 
infiinitely wiser to choose such a coat 
rather than a cheap fur coat, and if one 
has a good fur coat, a coat of the type 
depicted here is a nice alternative. The
the near future.
The Kelowna In.stitute as a body 
voted to uphold Bill 89, an act passed 
by the B.(i. Government.
A  short verbal report was given bymodel is of black broadcloth, with . .  r -
black astrakhan bordering the collar Gellatly who represented the
and the cuffs and also edging the coat ^ustitute at a supper meeting of the 
all the way down the front. The drop- merchants bureau held at the
arrangements and made up the pall- shoulder line, with fulness at the Aquatic in the summer. The Women’s 
bearers who were Claude Newby, under-arm, is further emphasized by Institute felt honored by this invita-
n i l  the decorative seaming done in pointed takes an interest in the work
Glenn, Fred Gore and George Hardie. The set-in belt ties in a knot other organizations who are
Duimg the funeral service George centre front. Dull omno-e ff i^t working for a better community. The
church was well filled with
came to pay their last handsome coat.friends who 
respects.
A t the graveside, part of the service 
was taken by the local I.O.O.F. lodge. (
centre front. Dull orange felt fac­
ing on cuffs and collar gives a novel „
many unexpected touch of color to this Country.
McKenzie Sr. rendered a solo. The Institute motto is “For Home and
Mrs. V. Freeman entertained her Sharron and
bridge club on Monday evening at her
home on Abbott street. hunting tnp m , the Prince
' • « • George district.
Mrs. Dick Stewart has as her hou«e , ,  v, i.  ^  ^ •
guest her sister Mrs. Edward Hill of Robert Cheyne entertained a-
Sechelt at present. bout twenty of the Rotarians and their
* . • • wives on Tuesday evening at-her. Man-
Mrs. C. R. Reid of Penticton was a hattan home on Camp street when
■\'isitor in town on Tuesday. District Governor Cornett and Mrs.
* • * Cornett of Klamath Falls, Oregon,
. Mrs. Lloyd A. Day was a bridge' were guests of honor.
hostess on Tuesday evening at her * ♦ •
home on Long street. Mrs. D. Oliver and family arrived
THREE DAY ELKS’ 
CARNIVAL TO OPEN
Mrs. C. O. Goldsmith gave a com­
prehensive report of her visit to the 
provincial conference at Vancouver, 
bringing to the members a vivid pic­
ture of the good accomplished by the 
various discussions, speeches by fa­
mous people and also the entertain- 
n p i l i o  ment that is enjoyed by any delegate
1 O j i 3  attending the conference.
Mrs. Hoare and Mrs. Swainson v/ere 
' the hostesses for the day. The con-
Local Lodge Planning Many At- test for the October meeting will be 
tractions to Raise Funds for announced in The Courier prior 
Christmas Hampers meeting on October 25th.
to
lastT. Treadgold returned 
from Vancouver.
M. O. White of Watrous was a visi­
tor in Kelowna this week.
"RINGWORM FUNGUS
— Htdinft In -washtub 
drains this fungus may 
Infest your wash . . . 
menace your family’s 
health.
G i l l e t t * s  L y e  c u t s  
t h r o u g h  c l o g g i n g  m a t t e r  
. . .  w a s h e s  f i l t h  a w a y  !
Ri d  drains of clinging, un­clean slime! Each week
pour in Gillett’s Pure Flake Lye 
— full strength. This powerful 
cleanser cuts through grease . . .  
keeps tub, sink and toilet drains 
running freely. Removes ugly 
stains from toilet bowls. Will 
not harm enamel or plumbing!
Gillett’s Lye in solution* 
makes light work of heavy 
cleaning tasks. Whisks dirt and 
grease from messy pots and 
pans. Buy a tin of Gillett’s Lye 
from your grocer 
today. It  will 
save you hours 
of drudgery.
K.G.E
Kelowna Elks are this week spon­
soring their annual carnival in the 
Scout hall, proceeds from which are
in Kelowna on Monday frohi Victoria Christmas hamper
week where she has been living for the past f^n which is so -welcomed by those in 
few years. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver w ill at the holiday season. ’The
. . . make their home in the new Jubilee ^^^^val opens tonight and continues 
Apartments. - each evening until Saturday, night,
• * ♦ The Elks are this year providing
Guests'registered at the Willow Inn 
this week include: G. O. Stratton,
Vancouver; Dr. R. B. Reid, Vancouver;
Mrs. Derry Oliver; *0. S. Greig, Ed­
monton.
THANKSGIVING 
SERVICES FOR 
UNITED CHURCH
Special Arrangements Made forefforts, all the games and midway at- ^ =>
Phone
305
CO-OPERATIVE 
STORES Phone305
P E A N U T
B U T T E R
A P P L E  and 
S T R A W B ’RY 4!^ ; 43 c
H O N E Y —
Pearcey’s ... 4 . t 5 5 c
M. L E A F  SO AP 4 lb. 
FLA K E S  ^  pk. 69c
M A X W E L L  H O U SE  Q Q  ^  
C O FFE E ; per tin ....  O e/C/
The Pendozi Street Circle of the 
First United Church held its regular 
monthly meeting on Tuesday evening 
at the home of Mrs. W. Lloyd-Jones 
on Ethel street -when plans were made 
for the forthcoming season.
♦ • •
Mrs. Anne McClymont entertained 
at a luncheon on Saturday, October 
31st, at the Royal Anne hotel in honor 
of Mrs. L. Gaddes of Edgewater.
* ♦ *
A  delightful no-hostess dinner was 
held on Tuesday evening at the Royal 
Anne hotel honoring Mrs. M. E. W il­
mot who leaves this week on a four 
months holiday to be spent in Arizona. 
Guests included: Mrs. W. J. Knox,
Mrs. St. George Baldwin, Mrs. B. Mac- 
laren, Mrs. J. W. Shepherd, Mrs. C. R. 
Reid, Penticton; Mrs. A. K. Loyd, Mrs. 
W. Pettigrew, Mrs. G. C. . Oswell, Mrs. 
R. Whillis, Mrs. Fry, Miss Fry, Mrs-. 
W. E. Haskins, Mrs. Lethbridge, Mrs. 
E. M. Carruthers, Mrs. G. Stirling, 
Mrs. G. Kennedy, Mrs; C. R. Bull, Mrs. 
Barnes, Mrs. ,H. Everard, Mrs. H. 
Broad, Miss M. Blackie and Miss Dor­
othy McKenzie.
tractions are being handled exclusive­
ly by local members and .under the 
complete direction of the Elks lodge: 
As far as it has' been possible to do 
so, prizes for the games and drawings 
have been purchased from local stores, 
Ed Neff, chairman of the carnival 
committee, reports.
One of the chief features of the car­
nival will be the floor shows, two each 
evening; .with talented artists import­
ed especially for the carnival.
Merchandise prizes are being given 
away each evening tp  holders 
lucky tickets, while there w ill also be 
a grand drawing for the special kid­
dies prize of a Shetland pony.
Coming Week-end —  Commun­
ity Service Monday Morning
United church services this Sunday 
w ill have a special note of Thanksgiv­
ing in keeping with the season and 
members and friends of the church 
are asked to bring their donations of 
fruit and vegetables to the church on 
Saturday morning. These donations 
will later be taken to the Kelowna 
general hospital.
A  committee under the leadership of 
of J. W. Hughes is in charge of church 
decoration. Special muaic and; an­
thems will mark the services.
On Sunday evening Rev. Nelson B. 
Harkness, B.D., w ill be the preacher, 
as he is conducting services under theGuests registered at the Royal Anne
hotel this week include: V. L. Mutter, auspices of the Bible Society. A t the
‘ Never dissolve lyc 
in hot water. The 
action o f the iyc It- 
scif heats the water.
W1ADE IN CANADA
• FREE BOOKLET—The Gillett’s Lye 
Booklet gives dozens of ways to make 
- work easier with this powerful cleanser. 
"Write to: Standard Brasids Ltd., Fraser 
Ave. & Liberty St.. Toronto. Ont.
N A B O B
T E A  .... 2 ' t  99c
S H O R T E N IN G —
Domestic lbs
Qi" Jewel ^  for2 ‘l:; 25 c
P U R E X
T ISSU E 3 rolls o q ^for.
K R A FT  CH EESE—
y2 l b ....... 17c 1 lb. 32c
O ATS—
I^pbin Hood 6 ’"'k 37c
SH R ED D E D  
W H E A T ; pkt. l i e
Golden Ban­
tam CORN . 2 tins for
R INSO  and 
O X Y D O L  .. 2 ’’for 45c
R E X A LL
ONE ' 
CENT 
^ A L E
THIS WEEK
THURSDAY"
F R ID A Y
SA T U R D A Y
P. B. Willlls
& CO., LTD.
THE J?e^xa££^DRUG STORE
Africa; E. S. Wadsworth, Montreal;
Miss (Gordon, Hedley; Mrs. Clarke, 
■Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lewis, church 
Vancouver; Mrs. N. A- English, Vast- 
couver; T. S. Harrison, Victoria; C. A. 
Whitelock, Vancouver; A. Lalande, 
Moritreal; R. E. Dingledine, Seattle;
J; C. Mcliillvary, Boston; A. F. W. Se- 
verin, Winnipeg; Mr. and Mrs. L. Har­
dy, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. A. 3. 
Stockdale, Enterprise, U.S.A.; Bert 
Evan, Okanogan; Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Hode, Cold Spring; Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. Vitter, Toronto; F. Furey, Seattle;
Mrs. L, S. Kearney, Vernon; O. B. K el­
logg, Seattle; Mrs. M. E. Cornett, K la­
math Falls, Oregon; Dr. G. F. Kincade, 
Kamloops; Mr. and Ivirs. J. C. Lyon,
Prince George; Dr. M. A. Thomas, 
Vancouver; Dr. M. Baird, Vancouver;
Dr. W. J. Ball, Oliver; Mr. and Mrs. H.
S; Carter, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Kirpatrick, Vancouver; Mrs. I.
L. Clark, Toronto.
close of the evening service he w ill 
give an illustrated lecture in the 
hall on “The Tragedy of 
An offering w ill be taken on 
behalf of the Bible Society.
Monday morning, October 10, at 9 
o’clock will mark a special service at 
the United church. It  w ill be a ser­
vice of Thanksgiving for the averting 
of what seemed inevitable -war in 
Europe. ’Those taking part w ill be 
Rev. C. E. Davis, Rev. H. P. Hump­
hreys and Dr. W. W. McPherson. The 
service will last for one hour and w ill 
provide an opportunity for all per­
sons in the community to gather to­
gether in a united fellowship of 
Thanksgiving to God. •
KELOWNA SEA
CADET CORPS
“Grenville” Company 1358
KELOWNA WILL NOT 
HAVE “ OKANAGAN”
“Keep Watch”
Scheme to Bring Boat Here Falls 
Through When Hull is Sold
Prospect of having the old ss. “Ok­
anagan” hull in Kelowna as a museum 
piece and beached off the city park 
as a tourist attraction has beeri dis­
solved this week with the announce­
ment from the Canadian Pacific Rail­
way office in Vancouver that the hull toria Sea Cadet Corps ranked first in 
has been sold to a Vernon man. British Columbia at the recent inspec-
Through R. F. Parkinson, the junior tions made by Captain R. L. Mitchell, 
board of trade here made representa-, Kelowna Sea Cadets were third this 
tions to C. A. Cotterell, assistant gen- year, just behind Vancouver Cadets
Orders for Parade:
There will be the usual voluntary 
parade at Headquarters on Friday, 
Oct. 7, at 7.30 p.m. The Ship’s Com­
pany will parade in full uniform with­
out gaiters at Headquarters on ’Tues­
day, Oct. 11, at 7.30 p.m.
Quartermaster:—Cadet Tassell.
Sideboy:—Cadet W. Hanlen.
Duty Watch for this week:—Port 
Watch.
Victoria Cadets Head Province
It has been announced that the Vic-
eral manager, western lines, to have 
the old C. P. boat brought to Kelowna. 
Mr. Coterell, unfortunately, has been 
convalescing from a recent illness, and 
during that period his office sold the 
remnants of the boat to a Vernon man.
S A F E W A Y
I’l ifc.s KITcedve l i ldiiy, Saturday and TIIKSDAY—Oi toiler 7 - 8 - II
District Gathcrinj' of Women’s 
Institute Comes in November 
— Date to be Selected .a
OUARANTIIO ‘^^>1AU PUnPUtt FAMILY Lf
FLO U R  -
llUIDNHIUmO^lllVATOftCfllTI J
“H A R V E S T  B L O S S O M "
w v i n i T i i
24
A guaranteed all-purpose 
family flour.
lb.
AG MAAVtST tlOSSOH UOIJH J
9 0 c  $  
49 $ 1 .6 5
S A L T “Windsor” 2 lb. bags; each ... 5 c
SO A P 6 bars P  & G Naptha, ,and 2 bars Kirk’s Castile ......
PU M PK IN Aylmer Choice 2 y ’s; (limit 2) tin ...........
T O M A T O  SOUP Aylmer, (limit 4) tins
T O M A T O  C A TSU P Quaker 2’s, (limit 2) tin
A N N U A L  
F A L L  
S A L E  OF  
T E A  A N D  
C O F F E E
“Highway” Coffee; lb. 
“Airway” Coffee; lb. ... 
“Excello” Coffee; lb. ... 
“Highway” T ea ; lb. ...
“Airway” T ea ; lb........
“Maximum” Tea; Ib. ..
B ISC U IT S— Asst’d. Sandwich; lb............... 19c
S A L M O N —-Choice Pink tails .................... .... 2 tins 19c
APR IC O T S— Aylmer Choice 2’s sq.; tin ..... 15c
T O IL E T  T ISSU E —“Purex” ; per roll ...... 7c
B U T T E R — First Grade Ok. Creamery ......... ...  3 lbs. 83c
B R U N S W IC K  SAR D IN ES  ............. ... 2 tins 9c
“E X C E L L ” SODAS—  2 lb. pkgs. :..... ........ 31c
A L P IN E  M IL K — tall tins, each ..... ............. 9c
R E C K IT T ’S B L U E  .......... ........ .................. . 2 pkgs. 9c
—  See our windows for other outstanding values. -
MEA T DEPA R TMEN T
T H IS
HADDIE FILLETS;
per lb....... .
IS  C A N A D A ’S F IS H  W E E K  
O C T O B E R  - 3rd to 8th
22c
SMOKED SALMON; 
per lb. ................... 22c
SALT HERRINGS;
per lb................. . 15c
KIPPERS;
at ............ 2 29c
D R Y  S A L T  B AC O N By the piece;per lb. ........
BLAD E R IB  R 0 A S T - 1 3 c
PR IM E  R IB  R O LL 20c
SPR IN G  CHlCKEN-p^ri.“ -2 5 c
We Reserve the right to limit. Safeway Stores Ltd.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 10
I.O.O.F. H A L L  —  —  9 —  2
Lyric Dance Band Admission, 5Gc
D O N ’T  P L A N  and N E V E R  F U L F IL -  
S T A R T  B U IL D IN G  N O W  !
It’s not at all impossible! Any family with an assured income 
(even if it’s a small one) can buy or build a home. The Yorkshire 
Savings & Loan Association w ill finance approved loans that can be 
liquidated over a ten year period.
Consult us without obligation for details.
E. M. Carruttiers &  Son
who beat them by the narrow margin 
of two points. The Kelowna mark was 
804. Incidentally the Victoria Corps 
Smassed the excellent total of 933 
marks!
In general, however, the Kelowna
------------------ -----—-- standing was -very good, though not
Inspector: “You should not have your quite up to the standard set last year 
pig-sty so near the house. It’s not when the “Grenvilles” topped the pro- 
healthy.” vince and won the I.O.D.E. Shield.
Giles: “Well, I  dunno; we ain’t lost This trophy w ill return once again to of Corps Headquarters once again, for Guest: “Fancy 
a pig for the last twenty years!” “Rainbows” of Victoria, and with it each and every member of “Grenville” Scotch are had!”
will go the hearty congratulations and from youngest Cadet to Commanding 
good wishes of the Kelowna Sea Ca- Officer is determined to put Kelowna 
dets. Cadets back on top of the pile.
But “Grenvilles’ have not seen the —----------------- ;-------—  (
last of that handsome shield. Before Boarding-house Proj)rietor:“ We had
very long it w ill be adorning the walls some Scotch visitors here last month.”
l t ’3 not often the
I
1
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-More About-
EXPECT
DOMINION
-4^
From I ’ iif'c 1, Column 7
orlally in l.isl week’;: i.wue, tlial tlie 
proof of a combine was sufficient to 
justify investi/tation. furtiier subniis- 
aion is nc'cessary.
On October 4 Mr. liOyd wired flo/i. 
Gordon Wi.sttjei' in Victoria as follow.s:
"Under dati* of S<;j)teinber 211, coin- 
mifisloner combines inve.sti/'jdion act, 
McGrenor states: ‘"riio act makes de­
finite requirement witli respect to ap- 
plicntion and no evidence jxiintiti/; to 
violation of the combines act has been 
filed." Would be /(lad to have your 
reaction to Jibove befoi'e wirin/; Ot­
tawa. Our impression was tliat ap­
plication filed with you was forward­
ed to Ottawa. Hope to nrran/(e short­
ly  to accept invitation for represojila- 
tives of our association to confer witli 
you in Victoria.
On the same day Mr. Loyd wired 
Hon. Norman Ilo/'ers; "Please advise 
U3 your attitude retfardin/' statement 
of Hon. J. C. Elliott and whether Do­
minion government requires presenta­
tion of expensive brief from /-(rowers 
in view of prima facie ca.4e showing 
existence of combine. Hansard quota­
tion indicates government may act on 
its own motion in ordering investiga­
tion."
Tlie directors of the B.C.F.G.A. are
iiu<;i': UKACON u k a i iy  a t
ritlNfJKTON
In.Htallallon of ll/;ht.s at the Princeton 
uir|)ort on tlie Trans-Canada air routi* 
is now comt»let«‘ and the 1,500,000 can­
dle |)ower revolving beacon can be 
seen for a distanci? of from 10 to 15 
miles. Iti the future a compensated 
clock will automatically turn on'and 
shut o(f the light at sunset and day­
break. A si/'nal lig.ht on lop of the 
tower blinks the cod(> letter “b*' with 
each resolution of the beacon, thus 
identifying Princeton to nighl-llylng 
airmen without radio.
RW Ecrro bishop OF NEISON PARTICIPATES 
’  AT PEa £ »  ™ OPENING ST. JOSEPH’S H A ll
Mrs. William Buchanan Passes Parish of Immaculate Conception Feels Proud of its New  
Away After Residence of 29 Hall— Civic Spokesmen Congratulate Father McKen­
zie and his Church WorkersYears in Community
------- ...............— ..— - -------- -------
hein/( asked for authority for the as­
sociation to tlnance the preiiaratioii 
and subtnission of sucli furtiier evid­
ence as may be iec|uired by the Fed­
eral government.
As lie passed t!:roiigh Vancouver 
Monday on his way to the ca/iitul, Mr. 
Wismer explained that tlie Federal 
government did not feel it can move 
to appoint a commission under tlie 
combines act until there is sufficient 
evidence uncovered. It was Mr. Wis- 
mer’s suggestion to Hon. Norman ICo- 
gern, minister of labor, that both gov^ 
ernment.s send men to make a pre­
liminary investigation.
Mr. Wismer said .that prosecutions 
under the sales on consignment act 
could be undertaken by the provincial 
government, but any move for an in­
vestigation under the combines act 
must be initiated by the federal gov­
ernment.
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
P R O V IS IO N E R S
KELOWNA PHONES: 178 and 179
M USH RO O M S —  C A U L IF L O W E R  
L E T T U C E  —  C E LE R Y  —  SPIN AC H  
S A V O Y  CA BBAG E —  PO TA T O E S  
O N IO N S  —  CARROTS —  T U R N IP S
THANKSGIVING DINNER
Genuine Fresh Killed British Columbia Turkeys
O YSTER S O N  T H E  S H E L L — per doz. ................. . 49c
L O IN  CHOPS and ROASTS of LA M B  
1938 SPR IN G  CH ICK ENS for Roasting 
OYSTERS^—8 oz. jars 29c 16,oz. jars ......  49c
"Oxford" Mincemeat, Salt Herrings, Boneless Salt Cod, Kippers, 
Finnan Haddies, Haddie Fillets, Smoked Salmon, Sable Chunks, 
Halibut, Cod, Shrimps, Crab, Herrings, Cooked Meats, 
Ham and Bacon, Butter and Eggs
Mr.s. Win. (Dr) lluclianan jias.sed 
away (iiiielly at licr hoiiif in Peach- 
land on TtniiKday at nomi, Se/itcmbcr 
21). Althougli .slie had been iiuiispo.scd 
for a few day.s tliore wa.s no .seriou.s 
illne.s.s until tlie attack from which she 
failed to rally.
A  rc.Hident of I ’caclilaiul for 2!) 
year.s, Mr.s. llucliaiiaii had many 
friends here and througlioul tlie Val­
ley by wliom slie will be greatly mis- 
.sed. Allhou/;li she has lived quietly 
for the last few years she was for 
many years active in community life. 
Durin/( the war years she wa.s a stren­
uous worker for tlie Red Cros.s and 
was a charter member of the Women's 
Institute, also doing active work for 
the United Church and the Women’s 
association of that church.
Born in Glasgow, she was married 
at the Bath Hotel, June 7 1087. Last
year. Dr. and Mrs. Buchanan celebra­
ted their golden wedding with good 
wishes from far and near for the oc­
casion. Five ithildren were born in 
Glasgow and in 1900 the two eldest 
Tom and John came to Canada and to 
Peachland. with Mrs. Buchanan fol»- 
lowing with the three other children 
the following year. Dr. Buchanan 
gave up his practice and followed in 
1910 and the family took up an or­
chard and built a home at Trepanier.
In 1914, the eldest son Tom was 
killed in a railroad accident on the 
Kettle Valley, but the other four chil­
dren survive, Mrs. Ian Sutherland of 
Penticton, Mrs. George Long of the 
Greata Ranch, John of Kelowna and 
William of Nelson, all of whom were 
present at the funeral.
Funeral services were held on Sat­
urday afternoon from the United 
Church with the Rev. J. H. Gillam in 
charge. Many old friends were pres­
ent to attend the last rites and the 
beautiful floral tributes testified to the 
esteem in which the late Mrs. Buchan­
an was held. Interment was made in 
the Lakeview cemetery.
ON F R ID A Y  evening,- September 30th, nearly five hundred proud 
parishioners of tlie Immaculate Conception Parish, Kelowna, 
entered the new St. Joseph’s hall to participate in the opening cere­
monies. Present as speakers were His Excellency Bishop Martin 
M. Johnson, Bishop of Nelson, His Worship Mayor O. L. Jones, 
Rev, Dr. R. McKenna, W . A. C. Bennett and David Chapman.
Father MoKciizlc -Oliufrinan - --------------------------------------------------
A fter the singing of O Canada, a would serve as a complement to the 
band selection, and a welcome chorus school through the training that post- 
by the children of the parish. Rev, kcIio o I youth would receive there. 
Father McKenzie, pastor of the Im- Rev. Dr. McKenna, who has joined 
maculate Conception church, acting as tlie staff of "The Prospector" after two 
chairman, introduced Mayor Jones as years study in Rome, in a humorous 
representative of the City of Kelowna, manner commented on the stren/(th 
His Worship first congratulated Fa- and beauty of the now hall, 
ther McKenzie on the erection of such His Excellency Bishop Johnson was 
a splendid building. He then spoke of the concluding speaker. His Excel- 
the value of the Chmxh In the forma- Icncy’s wish was that there was in the 
lion of good citizens. Tlie mayor also English language a suitable adjective 
drew attention to the fad that the hall to describe the new hall. Bishop John- 
had been built by pcopleii of many na- son said that the new hall was like 
tionalities, due to their love of a com- the realization of a dream for the pas- 
mon cause. ‘ tor, Father McKenzie. Tlie dream was
Ml*. Bennett, speaking on behalf of made an actuality due to the efforts 
the Kelowna board of trade, spoke of and labor of both pastor and people, 
the hall as the result oi vision and Following Bishop Johnso'n’s speech 
labor. He said that the board of trade there was a band selection, after which 
looked upon the new hall as an asset there was a brief program presented 
to the community. by the children of the parish.
Following Mr. Bennett's speech, the Father McKenzie, in concluding the 
Kelowna Boys Band, under tthe dircc- evening, thanked all who had assisted 
tloin of Mr. Guild, played a selection, and who by presence had helped to 
Speaking on behalf of the school launch the work to dedicate the build- 
board, Mr. Chapman emphasized the ing and its services to the betterment 
fact that the use of St. Josephs Hall of the condition of youth.
Thirty Medical Doctors Gather
Here for AnnuaLConvention
SALE OF SHRUBS AND TREES FOR 
FALL PLANTING
W c arc ofTcring a splendid selection at greatly reduced 
prices to make room for new stock.
Alsu, wc uro now tukiiig orders for spring delivery and 
will procure any tree or shrub you may wish to have.
Our Dutch Bulbs arc arriving this week and wc will have 
a large assortment to choose from.
RICHTER STREET GREENHOUSES
FllONE 88 P.O. BOX 117
WANTS TO LEASE PENTICTON 
AQUATIC
Penticton council lias been asked to 
lease the premises of the Penticton 
Aquatic association to a J. C. Williams 
of Prince George, who would con­
struct an indoor swimming pool and 
build a pier for summer bathing, pro­
vided he can obtain a long-term lease 
on lakeshore property. The council 
is to decide in a week.
All-Day Session Hears LectureS 
by Prominent Medicos from 
Coast and Kamloops
MATINEES
Monday, Wednea 
Friday. Saturday 
at 2.30 
25o and lOo
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
T O N IG H T
Thursday, October 6th
A PICTURE THAT DARES 
TO BE HUMAN AND TRUE!
...brought to the screen from 
KoteDouglasWiggIn's glorious 
novel o f American girlhoodi
MOTHER CAREYS 
CHICKENS
with
ANNE SHIRLEY*RUBY KEELER 
JAMES ELLISON * FAY BAINTER 
WALTER BRENNAN 
* Albertson
Alma Kruger 
Virginia Weidler
ADDED
F R ID A Y  - S A T U R D A Y
October 7th and 8th
GET GAYI GET GOOFY!
The Star-Studded, girl-g lorified , 
musk-sploshed big 
fun-show is here!
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
October 10th and 11th
A  MOVIE QUIZ PICTURE
PE T E R  LO R E
in
“MYSTERIOUS 
MR. MOTO”
Both pictures on this program 
are Movie Quiz pictures.
Last Show Starts 8.25 p.m.
w/A IM iifed  
WalSerPodfKteg 
Eifg Biim
M m
CRIME DOESN’T PAY
M A R C H  O F  T IM E
-ADDED-
p a r a m Qu n t  n e w s
Saturday Matinee and Evening
Chapter 2
“LONE RANGER”
Thirty medical doctors from Revel- 
stoke and Kamloops in the north as 
far south as Oliver and west to Prince­
ton gathered in Kelowna on Monday, 
October 3, for the annual meeting of 
district No. 4 of the Canadian Medical 
association, B.C. division.
The visitors, along with local doc­
tors, heard addresses by four well- 
known men of their profession in this 
province, elected officers for the com­
ing year, appointed members to spec­
ial committees and discussed general 
problems which confront them.
The business session opened in the 
Royal Anne hotel on Monday morn­
ing, continued in the afternoon and 
then adjourned for cocktails at 6.30 
o’clock, followed by the annual ban­
quet. In the afternoon, wives of the 
visiting medicos were guests of Mrs. 
A. S. Underhill for tea.
Four Speakers Heard
Dr. M. W. Thomas, Dr. Murray 
Baird a;id Dr. Roy Huggard were the 
three Vancouver doctors who address­
ed the gathering, while Dr, A.llen Mail 
of Kamloops was the fourth speaker. 
Dr. Thomas chose as his subject “Med­
ical Economics,” while Dr. Baird spoke 
on ‘"Treatment of Medical Emergen­
cies,” Dr. Huggard talked on cancer 
and Dr. Mail chose “Tick Infection.” 
A t the banquet on Monday evening, 
Kelowna guests included , Mayor and 
Mrs. O. L. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. D. K. 
Gordon, Mrs. Wilrnot and Dr. and Mrs. 
G. A. Ootmar/ Dr. Ootmar spoke 
shortly on his appreciation o f Cana- 
diari doctors.
Throughout, the sessions were pre­
sided over by Dr. J. S. Henderson, K e­
lowna, president for the past year, 
while Dr. Reba Willits, Kelowna, was 
secretary. Dr. J. C. Willoughby and 
Dr. John Ireland, of Kamloops, are 
the new president and secretary re­
spectively. The 1939 convention w ill
EMPRESS
FRIDAY and SATUBDAY 
October 7 and 8
be in Kamloops.
Endorsed Committee Work
One of the chief resolutions passed 
instructed the secretary to write an 
appreciation to the Council of Physic­
ians and Surgeons health insurance 
committee of the work it is doing in 
co-operating with the provincial gov­
ernment in an attempt to have an in­
surance scheme commenced in British 
Columbia.
On Monday morning the visitors 
were conducted on a tour of the Cal- 
ona , Winery plant.
The registered members at the con-
National fish Week
— E a t fish once every day this weel^ —
V A R Y  Y O U R  M E N U ---------
LOOI^ O VER  TH IS  L IST—
3 OLD COUNTRY LINES AT 25c EACH
MORTON'S PRESERVED BLOATERS 
M ARSHALL’S FRIED FILLETED HERRING 
BRUCE’S H tRRlNG  IN TOMATO SAUCE
CLOVER LEAF WHOLE CLAMS O cans or*
CLOVER LEAF CHOPPED CLAMS ....................for *>OC
NABOB MINCED CLAMS, per | r
COLUMBIA WHOLE CLAMS ........................................  tin I v C
P ILC H A R D S —  1 lb. tins, 10c ^  lb. tins, 2 for 15c
Shrimp, wet or dry— Lobster— Tuna— Crab— Oysters 
Salmon, sockeye. Cohoe and pink— Fish cakes
SAR D IN ES , at .....................................  15c, 12^c and 5c
Fish Pastes for sandwiches— Fish for salads— Fish for soup
Fish for entrees —  Eat Fish every day this week.
McKenzie The Grocer
PHONE 214
vention were:
Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Jones, Revel- 
stoke; Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Willoughby, 
Dr. F. P. McNamee, Dr. P. S. Tennant, 
Kamloops; Dr. G. F. Kincaide, Tran- 
quille; Dr. and Mrs. R. Haugen, En- 
derby; Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Shotton, 
Armstrong; Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Van­
derburgh, Summerland; Dr. Borden, 
Dr. and Mrs. L. F. Brogden, Dr. and 
Mrs. V. E. Latimer, Dr. and Mrs. T. 
R. Parmley, Dr. H. McGregor, Dr. Roy 
Walker, Penticton; Dr. and Mrs. O.
Morris, Vernon; Dr. and Mrs. R. J., 
Wride, Princeton; Dr. and Mrs. M. J. 
Ball, Oliver: Dr. B; F. Boyce, Dr. and 
Mrs. J. S, Henderson, Dr. and Mrs. 
W. J. Koiox, Dr. and Mrs. L. A. C. 
Panton, Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Underhill, 
Dr. Reba Willits and Dr. W. F. Ander-- 
son, Kelowna.
Wind of super-hurricane force, as: 
well as unprecedented velocity was 
measured at 231 miles per hour on Mt. 
Washington on April 12, 1934.
DISNEY CARTOON and NEWS
H O L ID A Y  PRICES  
M O N D A Y  M A T IN E E
MIDNIGHT
MATINEE
SUNDAY
NIGHT,
Radio's Riotous Comic in 
a Big Thrill Aotion 
LAUGH SHOWI
PENNER
OCT. 9TH
REGULAR PRICES
^  LUCILLE BALL
Rkhord Lana 
Jim* TravU,
Frits Fold 
yomKonnad:
^  ... ..... ..
CKO *40/0 nctwt. 0(rw4*</ by Cdward F. Oint. 
noducad br Kobait SUb, Scram play by Paal Yawitt 
«Mf Strt CroMt. Orlttnajl noty by Waller O'Kcafe.
O N  O U R  ST A G E
GHAS. PETTMAN’S 
IMPERIAL ORCHESTRA
AND ITS
‘AUCTION NIGHT AGAIN
SO COME PREPARED
—  Added Attractions —
“W H IT E  M A G IC ” (Sportlight) 
P O P E Y E  C A R T O O N
you
Fall Accessories
are or
KAYSER
SNUGEES
Short Pantie with knitted’ cuff 
or elastic, nice for underneath 
shorts. White and ^>0/* 
each, 15% wool.
Longer styles 
in pink an d  
white — vests 
and panties. to 
to njiatch."
15% K ftp
wool at t f v L
_  50% 7 Q ^
wool at I
HARVEY WOODS 
SNUGEES
In all cotton mesh, short and 
long leg and vests with fitted 
top. Pink and white; sizes: 
small, medium and 
large, per garment ....
COMBINATION OF MATERIALS FEATURE
SCARVES FOR FALL
Sonaething new in the 
ascot scarf is the sheer 
velvets with silk lining.
Paisley and floral de­
signs. Very . d»*| Q pf A 
dressy, at ....
Very light FEATHER ^  
weight pure wool scarfs m 
in lovely plaids^r-light % 
and dark grounds at—
75c $1.00
SHETLAND SCARVES in plain and striped. These 
are very lacey and sheer (I* "I 
and yet warm; from ...... $2.95
FALL GLOVES
“ MEN OF 
MEDICINE: 19J8” ,
The dramatic, exciting and auth­
entic behind-the-scenes story of 
your doctor— h^is life, his work, 
his triumphs. "What is the great 
controversy now raging among 
U. S. doctors? How will its out­
come affect you? An absorbing 
and important study of the Am ­
erican physician.
—W ITH THE FEATUBE—
“SWISS MISS"
Fabric trimmed with 
leather, fabric hand stit­
ched and plain fabrics, 
in black, brown, navy 
and grey, at A  A
per pair ...I.... ®
Suede-like fabric with 
small colored embroid­
ery design on back; 
comes in black, brown, 
with gold zipper on 
back of wrist, 
per pair .. $1.50
LIGHT WEIGHT KNITTED GLOVE—
A ll wool, with zipper; at per pair ...... $1.00
LEATHER GLOVES— In kid, chamois, peccary— 
lined and unlined. All new fall lines in all the 
new colors and styles. (D-g A  A  to 
Prices from, per pair .... $ 1.00  “ $ 5.00
BIG FALL SEASON FOR 
■ BLOUSES
_ ^  We have the blouse hits that
’W  sell — styles: tailored and
dressy, including sheers, cel- 
anese, satins, crepes, long and 
short sleeves. Prices, each—
‘ $1% $2“ , $2’“
snd ^ 0 5 0
BED JACKETS
A lovely line of real dainty 
bed jackets and nightingales 
in all pastel shades; also lace 
squares for throwing over 
the shoulders. Prices from —
:■  $1 .50$3.95
QUICKEES UNDERWEAR 
FOR KIDDIES
Combinations in silk and wool; p 'A
4 to 8 years; at ................... .
8 to 14 years at ...........  .......  ...................  $1.65
Cotton and Wool, at .................. :...... $1.25 and $1.50
PANTIES and VESTS in short and cuff styles.
50c, 55c, 65c 75c
P H O N E  215
GEO. A. MEIKLE, Ltd
Q U A L IT Y  M E R C H A N D ISE K E L O W N A
